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You	can	tap	an	icon	to	display	detailed	weatherinformation.114	|Weather	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	117IconDescriptionCity	forecastSurface	observationTropical	storm	tracking;	past	(grey)	-	present	(red)	-	future	(yellow)Hurricane	(category	1-5)	tracking;	past	(grey)	-	present	(red)	-	future	(yellow)Tropical	disturbance/depression	tracking;	past
(grey)	-	present	(red)	-	future(yellow)Storm	attributesLightningWatch	box	location	and	warningMarine	zone	locationWeather	overlay	transparencyThe	opaqueness	of	the	weather	overlay	can	be	adjusted.Min	transparencyMax	transparencyWeather	alarmsYou	can	setup	the	lightning	or	storm	alarms	to	be	within	a	certainrange	of	your	vessel.You	can
also	get	an	alarm	if	a	severe	weather	forecast	alarm	is	issuedfor	your	chosen	marine	zone.Weather	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	115Page	118A	watchbox	is	defined	by	the	National	Weather	Service.	Tap	the	page	icon	for	the	page	you	want	to	remove3.	High	resolution	.smf	filescapture	more	detail,	but	take	longerto	convert	and	are	larger
thanstandard	resolution	.smf	files.Check	the	High	Resolution	checkbox	to	convert	files	in	high	detail.Accessing	StructureMap	files	on	SD	cardAll	StructureMap	files	on	your	SD	card	will	automatically	appear	onthe	screen	when	Saved	mode	is	selected.Using	StructureMaps	with	mapping	cardsStructureMap	allows	you	to	maintain	full	chart	capability
and	can	beused	with	embedded	cartography	as	well	as	Navionics,	Insight	andother	third-party	charting	cards	compatible	with	HDS	units.64	|StructureMap	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	67Sharing	filesAfter	structure	sonar	log	(.sl2)	files	are	converted	to	StructureMap(.smf	)	files,	they	can	be	saved	to	a	SD	card	and	used	on	other	GPScapable	HDS
Gen	2	units	without	the	need	for	the	StructureScanmodule.Show	StructureMap	(.smf)	filesYou	can	view	StructureMap	(.smf	)	files	from	the	Files	menu,	whichallows	you	to	quickly	see	what	area	each	StructureMap	file	covers.Scanning	Fishing	areasWith	the	Structure	Source	set	to	the	default	Live	mode,	steer	theboat	over	the	desired	location	to	scan
the	area.	When	youtap	the	screen	the	cursor	will	appear	and	the	depth	at	the	cursorposition	will	be	shown,	the	information	window	and	history	bar	willbe	activated.Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	41Page	44To	remove	the	cursor	and	cursor	elements	from	the	page,	tap	Clearcursor	on	the	Sonar	menu.Press	and	hold	the	screen	to	activate	cursor
assist	mode.Goto	cursorYou	can	navigate	to	the	cursor	by	tapping	Goto	cursor	on	the	menu.Saving	a	waypointYou	can	save	a	waypoint	at	the	cursor	position	by	tapping	thescreen	and	then	tapping	New	waypoint	on	the	sonar	menu.	You	can	convert	logs	after	recording	fromthe	File	utility.	After	successful	calibration	the	unit	will	return	to	normal
application	screenMaintenance	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	123Page	126Software	upgradesThe	latest	software	for	this	unit	will	be	available	for	download	fromour	web	site;	www.lowrance.comDetailed	instructions	for	how	to	install	the	software	will	follow	theupgrade	files.For	more	details	about	software	upgrades,	refer	to	the	separateInstallation
manual.TroubleshootingFailureCorrective	actionOne	or	more	functions	do	not	operate	asnormalRestore	defaults	as	described	in	“Restoredefaults”	on	page	78Normal	operation	is	not	possible	andrestoring	defaults	does	not	fix	the	problemSwitch	off	the	unit,	press	and	hold	thezoom	in	and	out	keys	and	switch	on	theunit.	WE	WILL	NOT	UNDER	ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES	BE	LIABLE	TO	ANYONE	FOR	ANY	SPECIAL,	CONSEQUENTIAL,	INCIDENTAL,	OR	OTHER	INDIRECT	DAMAGE	OF	ANY	KIND.	Some	states	do	notallow	the	exclusion	or	limitation	of	incidental	or	consequential	damages,	sothe	above	limitations	or	exclusions	may	not	apply	to	you.	Whenever	thecursor	is	activated	on	the	sonar	page,
the	blue	sonar	history	scrollbar	will	appear	at	the	bottom	of	the	screen.	Refer	to	“Vessel	alarms”	on	page	97.When	no	signals	have	been	received	within	a	time	limit	a	target	will	bedefined	as	lost.The	target	symbol	represents	the	last	valid	position	of	the	target	before	thereception	of	data	was	lost.Selected	MARPA	target,	activated	by	tapping	on	the
target	icon.The	target	will	return	to	default	target	symbol	when	the	cursor	is	removed.Tracking	MARPA	targets1.	A	long	press	opens	theFind	menu.	Hold	the	Waypoint	key	during	power	on,	until	the	calibration	utilityscreen	comes	up4.	If	the	unit	is	not	in	navigation	mode	the	headingup	orientation	will	be	used	until	you	start	navigatingLook	aheadThis
option	centers	the	chart	slightly	forward	of	your	vessel	so	youcan	maximize	your	view	ahead.3DYou	can	toggle	the	view	on	the	chart	between	2D	and	3D	bytapping	the	3D	button.3D	chart	view	optionsThere	are	two	3D	views	available:•	Rotate	-	default	mode	keeping	the	boat	in	center	on	the	chart	panel•	Pan	-	allows	you	to	move	the	3D	chart	view
away	from	the	vesselYou	toggle	between	these	two	modes	by	pressing	Camera	onthe	menu	or	by	tapping	the	pan	and	rotate	icons	at	the	top	of	thescreen.Rotate	modeIn	this	mode	the	camera	follows	the	vessel.	The	remaining	alarms	are	available	in	the	Alarms	dialog.70	|Alarms	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	73Acknowledging	an	alarmThe
following	options	are	available	in	the	alarm	dialog	foracknowledging	a	message:OptionResultCloseSets	the	alarm	state	to	acknowledged,	meaning	that	you	are	aware	of	thealarm	condition.	This	setting	canbe	helpful	for	rear-facing	cameras	used	to	back-down	the	vessel.The	video	standardThis	unit	supports	NTSC	and	PAL	video.	The	Fuel	utility
requires	a	fuel	usedsensor,	like	a	Lowrance	Fuel	Flow	sensor,	an	engine	interface	withfuel	used	output	capability,	or	a	Lowrance	Storage	Device.Vessel	setupYou	will	use	vessel	setup	to	select	the	number	of	engines,	thenumber	of	tanks	and	vessel’s	fuel	capacity.RefuelUsed	to	enter	the	amount	of	fuel	added	to	the	tanks	and	to	calibratethe	fuel	flow	or
applicable	sensor.Filling	the	tankAfter	filling	the	tank,	tap	Set	to	full	on	the	Refuel	dialog	and	tapOK.¼¼	Note:	When	configuring	the	fuel	utility,	you	must	fill	the	tank	tocalibrate	the	fuel	flow	or	engine	interface.110	|Fuel	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	113CalibrationIf	you	need	to	calibrate	a	tank,	fill	the	tank,	tap	the	Set	to	fullcheckbox,	and
proceed	to	tank	calibration.If	you	add	fuel,	but	do	not	fill	the	tank,	you	must	enter	the	amountof	fuel	added	to	the	tank	to	ensure	the	accuracy	of	fuel	economycalculations.Fuel	usedAllows	you	to	view	the	amount	of	fuel	used	since	you	last	refueled,fuel	used	on	your	current	trip,	and	fuel	used	for	a	season.Find	fuelAllows	you	to	search	for	fueling
stations	near	your	location.	For	more	information	refer	to	www.siriusxm.com/marine	weather.SIRIUS™	statusWhen	the	weather	module	is	connected	to	the	system,	you	will	getaccess	to	the	SIRIUS™	status	panel.Signal	strength	is	indicated	as	1/3	(weak),	2/3	(good)	or	3/3(preferred).The	ESN	shows	the	electronic	serial	number	for	the
weathermodule.The	weather	displayThe	SIRIUS™	weather	can	be	displayed	as	an	overlay	on	your	chartpanel.When	weather	overlay	is	selected,	the	chart	menu	will	increase	toshow	the	available	weather	options.¼¼	Note:	Weather	options	will	not	be	shown	when	the	cursor	is	active.112	|Weather	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage
115Precipitationcolor	shadingCity	forecast	iconSST	color	barStorm	iconsWind	barbsSST	colorshadingShowing	detailed	weather	informationWhen	you	tap	a	shaded	weather	area,	available	information	will	beshown	in	the	cursor	window.When	you	tap	a	weather	icon,	detailed	information	about	the	observation	will	be	displayed.Weather
symbologyPrecipitationShades	of	color	are	used	to	show	precipitation	type	and	intensity.Darkest	color	indicates	highest	intensity.Precipitation	typeColor	codesRainFrom	light	green	(light	rain)	-	yellow	-	orange	to	dark	red	(heavy	rain)SnowBlueMixedPinkWeather	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	113Page	116Sea	surface	temperature	(SST)Can	be	shown
as	color	shading	or	text.When	color	coding	is	selected,	the	SST	color	bar	will	be	shown	onthe	left	side	of	the	display.You	can	define	which	temperature	range	that	shall	be	color	codedas	described	later	in	this	section.Wave	indicationColors	are	used	to	indicate	forecasted	wave	height.	Cursorassist	places	the	cursor	above	your	finger	and	stops	chart
scrollingto	allow	for	accurate	placement	of	waypoints.To	remove	the	cursor	and	cursor	window	from	the	chart,	tap	Clearcursor.	This	warranty	does	NOT	apply	in	the	following	circumstances:	(1)	when	the	product	has	been	serviced	or	repaired	by	anyone	other	than	us;	(2)	when	the	product	has	been	connected,	installed,	combined,	altered,	adjusted,	or
handled	in	a	manner	other	than	according	to	the	instructions	furnished	with	the	product;	(3)	when	any	serial	number	has	been	effaced,	altered,	or	removed;	or	(4)	when	any	defect,	problem,	loss,	or	damage	has	resulted	from	any	accident,	misuse,	negligence,	or	carelessness,	or	from	any	failure	to	provide	reasonable	and	necessary	maintenance	in
accordance	with	the	instructions	of	the	owner’s	manual	for	the	product.We	reserve	the	right	to	make	changes	or	improvements	in	our	products	from	time	to	time	without	incurring	the	obligation	to	install	such	improvements	or	changes	on	equipment	or	items	previously	manufactured.	Position	is	derived	from	theGlobal	Positioning	System	(GPS)	and
communication	between	vessels	is	by	Very	High	Frequency	(VHF)	digital	transmissions.If	an	AIS	device	is	connected,	any	targets	detected	by	the	devicescan	be	displayed	and	tracked.AIS	vessels	on	chart	pageAIS	targets	can	be	displayed	as	overlay	on	radar	and	chart	images,and	this	feature	is	an	important	tool	for	safe	traveling	and
collisionavoidance.You	can	define	alarms	to	notify	you	if	an	AIS	target	gets	too	close	orif	the	target	is	lost.Target	symbolsThe	unit	uses	the	AIS	target	symbols	shown	below:SymbolDescriptionSleeping	AIS	target	(not	moving	or	at	anchor).Moving	and	safe	AIS	target	with	course	extension	line.Dangerous	AIS	target,illustrated	with	bold	line.A	target	is
defined	as	dangerous	based	onthe	CPA	and	TCPA	settings.AIS	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	95Page	98Lost	AIS	target.When	no	signals	have	been	received	withina	time	limit	a	target	will	be	defined	as	lost.The	target	symbol	represents	the	last	validposition	of	the	target	before	the	receptionof	data	was	lost.Selected	AIS	target,	activatedThe	target	will
return	to	default	targetby	tapping	on	a	targetsymbol	when	the	cursor	is	moved.symbol.Viewing	information	about	AIS	targetsSelecting	single	AIS	targetsWhen	you	tap	an	AIS	icon	on	the	chart	or	radar	panel	the	symbolwill	change	to	Selected	target	symbol,	and	the	vessel	name	will	bedisplayed.You	can	display	detailed	information	for	a	target	by
activating	themenu	when	the	target	is	selected.Viewing	information	about	all	AIS	targetsChart	pagesYou	can	view	information	about	all	AIS	targetswithin	range	of	your	vessel	from	the	menu.96	|AIS	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	99Vessel	alarmsYou	can	define	several	alarms	to	alert	you	if	a	target	comes	withinpredefined	range	limits,	or	if	a
previously	identified	target	is	lost.	Drag	and	drop	page	icons	to	set	up	your	custom	screen3.	You	can	view	photo	overlays	in	either	2D	or	3D	modes.No	Photo	overlayPhoto	overlay,	land	onlyChart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchFull	Photo	overlay|	29Page	32Photo	transparencyThe	Photo	transparency	sets	the	opaqueness	of	the	photo	overlay.With
minimum	transparency	settings	the	chart	details	will	be	almosthidden	by	the	photo.Minimum	transparencyMaximum	transparencyDepth	range	(highlighting)Allows	user	to	specify	a	range	of	depths	to	be	highlighted.	Only	official	government	chartssupplemented	by	notices	to	mariners	containthe	information	required	for	safe	and	prudentnavigation.
Select	a	panel	configuration4.	The	vessel’s	position	willbe	in	center	if	Look	Ahead	is	not	selected.The	camera	angle	is	by	default	as	seen	from	your	eye	position,	looking	toward	the	vessel.	You	can	pan	the	imagehistory	by	dragging	up/down	(SideScan)	or	left/right	(DownScan).To	resume	normal	StructureScan	scrolling,	tap	Clear	cursor.PreviewYou	can
have	all	available	downscan	history	shown	at	the	topof	the	structure	page.	Drag	the	adjustment	button	horizontally	toresize	the	panels.	A	low-resolution	chart	willbe	displayed	until	you	re-insert	the	SD	card	or	manually	switchback	to	embedded	cartography.	Pages,quick	splits	and	favorites	are	all	accessed	from	the	homescreen.Selecting	pages,	quick
splitsTap	a	page	icon	to	view	the	page	full	screen.	Repeated	short	pressestoggles	through	favorite	pages.5	IN	/	OUT	/	MOB	keyZoom	key	for	chart,	radar	and	sonar	pages.	Units	areaccessed	from	the	Settings	panel.78	|System	Settings	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	8115Using	the	simulatorSimulator	modeThe	simulation	feature	will	let	you	see
how	the	unit	works	in	astationary	position	and	without	being	connected	to	the	sonar,	GPS,radar,	etc.You	can	use	the	simulator	to	help	you	become	familiar	with	yourunit	before	using	it	out	on	the	water.When	the	simulator	is	toggled	on	this	is	indicated	in	the	lower	partof	the	display.Demo	modeIn	this	mode	the	unit	automatically	runs	through	the
main	featuresof	the	product.If	you	press	a	key	when	demo	mode	is	running,	the	demonstrationwill	pause.	When	sonar	is	paused,sonar	history	will	still	be	recorded.Network	StructureScanIf	you	have	more	than	one	StructureScan	system	on	your	network,you	can	select	which	unit	will	be	the	preferred	data	source.Structure	settingsStructureScan	and
sonar	use	the	same	settings	menu.	Sonar	logs	canbe	viewed	by	tapping	View	sonar	log	on	the	Sonar	settings	menu.The	log	file	is	displayed	as	a	paused	image,	and	you	control	thescrolling	and	display	from	the	replay	menu.You	can	use	the	cursor	on	the	replay	image,	and	pan	the	image	bytapping	and	dragging	on	the	screen	as	on	a	normal	sonar
image.You	exit	the	replay	mode	by	tapping	the	Close	button.The	function	is	activated	from	Sonar	settings	menu	covered	later	inthis	section.46	|Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	49SensitivityIncreasing	Sensitivity	will	show	more	detail	on	the	screen;decreasing	Sensitivity	displays	less.	Live	mode	allows	the	user	to	quickly	identify	interesting
areas	of	the	lake	and	how	they	relate	tovessel	position.	IF	YOU	DO	NOT	ACCEPT	ALL	TERMS	AND	CONDITIONS,	PROMPTLY	RETURN	THE	PRODUCT	WITHIN	30	DAYS	OF	PURCHASE.	The	sonar	will	limit	searches	to	the	selected	range	so	bottomdepth	information	may	not	be	displayed	if	bottom	depth	is	outsideof	the	custom	range.Warning:	If	the
range	is	set	considerably	less	than	the	actualdepth,	the	unit	will	not	be	able	to	find	the	bottom	whenzooming.¼¼	Note:	Digital	depth	can	be	lost	when	using	a	custom	depth	range.FrequencyThis	unit	supports	50kHz,	83kHz	and	200kHz	transducer	frequencies,depending	on	the	transducer	installed.44	|Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	47You
can	view	two	frequencies	at	the	same	time	by	selecting	thesonar	+	sonar	quicksplit	combo	option.AdvancedNoise	rejectionSignal	interference	from	bilge	pumps,	engine	vibration	and	airbubbles	can	clutter	the	sonar	screen.The	noise	rejection	option	filters	the	signal	interference	and	reduceson-screen	clutter.Surface	clarityWave	action,	boat	wakes
and	temperature	inversion	can	causeonscreen	clutter	near	the	surface.The	surface	clarity	option	reduces	surface	clutter	by	decreasing	thesensitivity	of	the	receiver	near	the	surface.Scroll	speedYou	can	select	the	scrolling	speed	of	the	sonar	image	on	the	screen.A	high	scroll	speed	will	update	the	image	faster,	while	a	low	scrollspeed	will	present	a
longer	sonar	history.Ping	speedThe	Ping	Speed	controls	the	rate	the	transducer	transmits	into	thewater.	Tap	an	alarm	checkbox	to	activate	the	alarm.Turns	on/off	all	activealarmsSets	alarmthresholdsCurrentthresholdSet	limitsSets	thresholds	for	alarms	that	when	exceeded	will	trigger	thealarm.	The	chart	orientation	symbol	in	the	upper	right	corner
of	thepage	indicates	the	north	direction.North	upDisplays	the	chart	with	the	north	direction	upward.	Always	observe	safe	boatingpractices.Sonar	performance:	The	accuracy	of	thesonar	depth	display	can	be	affected	by	manyfactors,	including	the	type	and	location	of	thetransducer	and	water	conditions.	Tap	Close	to	manually	configure	settings.Using
the	touchscreenBasic	touchscreen	operation	on	the	different	pages	is	shown	in	thetable.The	Pages	section	later	in	this	manual	has	more	information	aboutpage-specific	touchscreen	operation.Basic	Operation	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|9Page	12PagesOperation	Menu/DialogsChartSonarTapSelect/toggleitemActivate	cursorPress	andholdn/aActivate
cursor	assist	modeAdjust	slidervalueDragScroll	dialogPan	chart(any	direction)Hide	page	menu(Drag	right)Pan	water	column(any	direction)Pan	sonar	history(horizontal	movement)RadarMove	cursorMenusMenus	are	used	to	operate	the	system	and	to	adjust	settings.•	You	select	a	menu	item	and	toggle	on/off	menu	check	boxes	bytapping	the	selected
item.•	You	adjust	slider	bar	values	by	dragging	your	fingeron	the	slide	bar.	Forhigh	speed	vessels,	the	maximum	update	rate	will	be	desired	formeasuring	performance	to	the	highest	possible	accuracy.	Minor	adjustments	can	be	made	bytapping	above	or	below	the	slider	bar.•	Drop-down	menu	items	are	selected	by	tapping	theToggle	menuitem	and
then	the	selected	value.Dropdown	menuSlide	barPage	menusPage	menus	for	each	operation	mode	are	on	the	right	side	of	thescreen.Page	menus	can	be	hidden	to	allow	pages	to	be	displayed	fullscreen.	The	radar	optionwill	only	be	shown	when	the	unit	is	connected	to	a	radar.Quick	splits	are	two-panel	combination	pages	featuring	the	selectedpage
combined	with	each	of	the	other	pages.	Check	transducer	type	selection	if	this	optionshould	be	available.Transducer	typeTransducer	type	is	used	for	selecting	the	transducer	model	thatcame	with	your	unit.	PLEASE	RETURN	USING	THE	ENCLOSED	UPS	SHIPPING	LABEL	AND	INCLUDE:	PROOF	OF	PURCHASE,	NAME,	ADDRESS,	AND	PHONE
NUMBER.	Confirm	the	new	position	by	tapping	Save	on	the	menuWaypoint	alarm	settingsYou	can	set	an	alarm	radius	for	each	waypoint	you	create.¼¼	Note:	The	waypoint	radius	alarm	must	be	toggled	ON	in	the	alarmscreen	to	activate	an	alarm	when	your	vessel	comes	within	thedefined	radius.Exporting	waypointsYou	can	export	all	waypoints	or
only	waypoints	from	a	selectedregion	to	a	SD	card.	Tap	the	route	nameTap	the	route	name	on	the	menuTap	EditTap	the	screen	to	add	routepoints--	If	you	tap	on	a	leg	a	new	point	will	be	added	betweenexisting	routepoints--	To	move	existing	routepoints,	drag	them	to	the	desiredlocation5.	If	your	paper	charts	are	in	a	different	format,	you	canchange
the	datum	settings	accordingly	to	match	your	paper	charts.System	Settings	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	77Page	80Coordinate	systemDefines	the	coordinate	system	used	when	position	coordinates	areentered	and	displayed.Magnetic	variationMagnetic	variation	is	the	difference	between	true	bearings	andmagnetic	bearings,	caused	by	different
location	of	the	Geographicand	the	Magnetic	north	poles.	The	availability	of	such	photos	is	limitedto	certain	regions	and	only	available	on	certain	Navionics	mappingcards.	When	you	select	a	utility,	a	dialog	willopen	on	top	of	your	previous	page.	A	simultaneous	presson	both	keys	will	position	a	Man	Overboard	(MOB)	waypoint	at	thevessel’s	position.6
Power	keyA	long	press	turns	the	unit	ON/OFF.A	short	press	brings	up	the	backlight	and	power	dialog.	Any	unauthorized	reproduction,	use,	or	transfer	of	a	Database	may	be	a	crime	and	may	subject	you	to	damages	and	attorney	fees.4.	This	License	Agreement	will	terminate	immediately	without	prior	notice	from	us	if	you	fail	to	comply	with	or	violate
any	of	the	provisions	of	this	Agreement.	The	range	zoom	barson	the	right	side	of	the	display	shows	the	range	that	is	magnified.	You	can	save	up	to	10	favorites.	Waypoint,	route	and	trail	screens	are	accessed	from	thehomescreen	or	by	pressing	and	holding	the	Waypoint	key.The	edit	and	settings	options	are	accessed	from	the	menu	or	bypressing	and
holding	the	unit’s	dedicated	waypoint	key.WaypointsA	waypoint	is	a	user	generated	mark	positioned	on	a	chart,	on	a	radar	image	or	on	a	sonar	image.	The	SIRIUS™	audioproducts	received	vary	depending	on	your	selected	subscriptionpackage.	You	may	NOT	modify,	adapt,	translate,reverse	engineer,	decompile,	disassemble,	rent,	lease,	or	resell	any
Database,	andyou	may	NOT	create	derivative	works	based	upon	any	Database	or	its	contents.Any	unauthorized	reproduction,	use,	or	transfer	of	a	Database	may	be	a	crimeand	may	subject	you	to	damages	and	attorney	fees.4.	This	License	Agreement	will	terminate	immediately	without	prior	notice	fromus	if	you	fail	to	comply	with	or	violate	any	of	the
provisions	of	this	Agreement.Upon	termination,	you	will	promptly	return	all	products	containing	one	or	moreDatabases	to	us.5.	Prices	and	programs	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.6.	This	License	Agreement	shall	be	governed	by	the	laws	of	the	State	ofOklahoma	and	comprises	the	complete	and	exclusive	understanding	betweenyou	and	us
concerning	the	above	subject	matter.	Tap	Adjust	and	tap	and	drag	on	the	screen	to	position	theguard	zone4.	Suchinformation	is	available	from	our	web	site:www.lowrance.com/en-US/Support/Video-Library/.Important	text	that	requires	special	attention	from	the	reader	isemphasized	as	follows:¼¼	Note:	Used	to	draw	the	reader’s	attention	to	a
comment	or	someimportant	information.Warning:	Used	when	it	is	necessary	to	warn	personnel	thatthey	should	proceed	carefully	to	prevent	risk	of	injury	and/ordamage	to	equipment/personnel.The	softwareThis	manual	is	written	for	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch	Release	toMarket	2	(RTM2).	The	manuals	can	be	read	from	an	inserted	SD	card	or	fromthe
unit’s	internal	memory.SettingsOpens	the	system	settings	menu.76	|Utilities	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	7914System	SettingsChanging	system	settingsThe	system	settings	provides	access	to	advanced	settings	for	yoursystem	and	determines	the	way	your	system	displays	various	userinterface	information	on	the	display.LanguageControls	the
language	used	on	this	unit	for	pages,	menus	anddialogs.	“You”	or“your”	refers	to	the	first	person	who	purchases	the	product	as	a	consumer	itemfor	personal,	family,	or	household	use.	Live	modeallows	you	to	view	real-time	StructureMap	data	on	the	screen.	If	one	isstuck,	wiggle	the	key	to	free	it	back	to	normal.Checking	the	connectorsThe	connectors
should	be	checked	by	visual	inspection	only.Push	the	connector	plugs	into	the	connector,	if	the	connector	plugsare	equipped	with	a	lock;	ensure	that	this	is	in	the	correct	position.Touchscreen	Calibration1.	If	headingis	not	available,	then	the	COG	from	the	GPS	will	be	used.Course	upRotates	the	chart	in	the	direction	of	the	next	point	when	innavigation
mode.	The	length	of	this	trailwill	vary	depending	on	the	Side	Imaging	and	Down	Imaging	range	settings.	Select	manual	mode	to	make	adjustments	to	Sea	clutter.Automatic	modes	use	a	combination	of	Gain/Sea	Clutter	settingsbest	suited	for	the	selected	mode	(Harbor,	Offshore).Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	83Page	86Rain	ClutterRain	clutter
is	used	to	reduce	the	effect	of	rain,	snow	or	otherweather	conditions	on	the	radar	image.Adjust	the	value	by	vertically	dragging	the	rain	clutter	slide	bar.The	value	should	not	be	increased	too	much	as	this	may	filter	outreal	targets.Interference	rejectionInterference	could	be	caused	by	radar	signals	from	other	radar	unitsoperating	in	the	same
frequency	band.A	high	setting	will	reduce	the	interference	from	other	radars.	You	can	also	turn	on	backlight	sync,	which	allows	all	unitbacklights	to	be	adjusted	from	any	display	unit	on	the	network.NMEA	0183Used	to	configure	the	display	unit	to	send/receive	NMEA	0183	data.Receive	waypointTurns	on/off	capability	to	receive	waypoints	across	a
NMEA	0183network.Serial	portsConfigures	communication	ports	to	share	data	with	other	devices.OutputTurns	on/off	NMEA	0183	data	output	transmissions.Output	sentencesUsed	to	select	the	NMEA	0183	output	sentences	your	unit	will	usewhen	communicating	with	other	NMEA	0183	devices.	Tap	Discard	to	cancel	changes	and	return	to
thehomescreen.16	|Pages	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	19You	can	select	from	seven	different	panel	configurations	as	illustrated	below.¼¼	Note:	You	can	cycle	through	favorite	pages	by	pressing	the	Pageskey.1.	2.	Default	for	all	settings:	50%.Mirroring	the	video	imageVideo	input	can	be	set	to	display	a	mirrored	image.	Tap	Rename	andthe
touchscreen	keyboard	will	appear.DampingSmooths	out	fluctuations	in	data	on	the	display	(course	overground,	speed	over	ground,	etc.)	that	occur	when	navigating	atslower	speeds.Networking	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	101Page	104Damping	accomplishes	this	by	averaging	the	data.	The	instrument	panel	displays	data	on	dashboards,	and	you	can
define	up	to	ten	dashboardswithin	the	instrument	panel.Tap	the	info	page	icon	on	the	homescreen	to	display	the	info	pageinstrument	panel.¼¼	Note:	To	include	fuel/engine	information,	engine	and	tankinformation	has	to	be	set	using	the	Fuel	utility.	Confirm	the	setting	by	tapping	Save	offset	on	the	menu.SymbologyRadar	symbology	can	be	turned
ON/OFF	collectively	from	the	Radarmenu,	or	individually	as	described	in	Radar	settings	later	in	thissection..EBL/VRMThe	electronic	bearing	line	(EBL)	and	variable	range	marker	(VRM)allows	quick	measurements	of	range	and	bearing	to	vessels	andlandmasses	within	radar	range.	You	canturn	on/off	viewing	of	overlay	data	and	edit/add	overlay	data
byaccessing	the	hidden	system	menu	from	any	page	screen.1.	2.	Page	1HDS	Gen2	TouchOperator	manualENGLISHlowrance.comPage	2Copyright	©	2013	NavicoAll	Rights	ReservedLowrance®	and	Navico®	are	registeredtrademarks	of	Navico.Fishing	Hot	Spots®	is	a	registered	trademarkof	Fishing	Hot	Spots	Inc.	These	statements	are	available	for
the	entireAtlantic	and	the	Eastern	Pacific.	You	will	make	adjustmentsusing	the	Overlay	slider	bar.Fishing	modesThis	feature	consists	of	preset	packages	of	sonar	settings	designedfor	specific	fishing	conditions.	USING	THE	PRODUCT	ACCOMPANIED	BY	THIS	LICENSE	AGREEMENT	CONSTITUTES	ACCEPTANCE	OF	THESE	TERMS	AND
CONDITIONS.	Tap	Save	to	confirm	changes.Customizing	pagesSaving	FavoritesYou	can	save	and	edit	Favorite	pages	from	the	page	editor	screen.1.	Tap	an	empty	Favorites	icon	on	the	Favorites	panel	or	tapCustomize	to	modify	an	existing	favorite--	The	Page	editor	panel	will	be	displayed2.	Tap	the	Source	on	the	Sonar	menu	to	toggle	the	sonar
source	between“this	unit”	and	other	units	on	the	network.4.	Turn	off	Network	sonar	to	stop	sharing	sonar.50	|Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	53Overlay	Downscan™You	can	overlay	a	Downscan	image	on	a	normal	sonar	image.	Tap	the	screen	to	activate	the	cursorTap	New	on	the	menuTap	New	routeTap	the	screen	to	position	the	first
routepoint.	Units	sold	withWorldWide	Basemap	will	function	without	theserestrictions.	You	can	onlyadjust	the	gain	value	in	manual	mode	by	vertically	dragging	thegain	slide	bar.¼¼	Note:	Auto	mode	will	work	best	in	most	conditionsSea	clutterSea	clutter	is	used	to	filter	the	effect	of	random	echo	returns	fromwaves	or	rough	water	near	the	vessel.
Check	the	local	videostandard	or	the	standard	of	your	cameras.68	|Video	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	7112The	Alarm	systemThis	unit	will	continuously	check	for	dangerous	situations	andsystem	faults	while	the	system	is	running.	Depthswill	be	rounded	to	the	closest	contour	interval	available.	It	will	reappear	at	the	next	restart	if	you
selectMaybe	later.	More	bytes	yield	better	resolution,	but	will	causethe	recorded	file	to	increase	in	size	compared	to	using	lower	bytesettings.Log	all	channelsLogs	Broadband	and	Structurescan	sonar	data	simultaneously.When	logging	all	channels,	logs	are	saved	in	.sl2	format	instead	of.slg	format.When	the	sonar	image	is	being	recorded,	there	will
be	a	flashing	redsymbol	and	a	message	will	appear	periodically	at	the	bottom	of	thescreen.	We	refer	to	these	singly	as	a	"Database"	and	together	as	the	"Databases."	Your	product	may	thus	include	the	"WBS	Database"	which	contains	worldwide	background	surface	mapping	data,	the	"Insight	Database"	which	contains	inland	mapping	data,	or	other
Databases.2.	The	Databases	that	your	product	may	contain	are	licensed,	not	sold.	To	access	the	hidden	system	menu,	place	your	finger	on	thetop	menu	item	and	drag	down.Basic	Operation	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	11Page	14Settings	dialogYou	can	access	the	settings	dialog	for	each	operation	mode	fromthe	hidden	system	menu	or	from	the
Utilities	panel	on	the	homescreen.Dialog	boxesYou	select	entry	fields	and	keys	in	a	dialog	box	by	tapping	thescreen.	Theactive	panel	will	have	an	orange	border.Adjusting	splitsThe	size	of	panels	can	be	adjusted	by	tapping	Adjust	splits	on	thehidden	system	menu.	When	zooming	in,	the	bottom	will	be	kept	near	the	bottomof	the	screen,	irrespective	of
whether	it	is	in	auto-range	or	manualrange.If	the	cursor	is	active,	the	unit	will	zoom	in	where	the	cursor	ispointed.Zoom	barsZooming	in	with	the	dedicated	zoom	keys	will	launch	the	Zoombar.	In	some	transducers	with	built-in	temperaturesensors,	the	temperature	reading	may	be	inaccurate	if	the	wrongtransducer	is	selected	from	the	transducer	type
menu.Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	53Page	568StructureScan	HD™StructureScan	HD™	uses	high	frequencies	to	provide	a	high	resolution,	picture-like	image	of	the	bottom.¼¼	Note:	You	must	have	a	StructureScan	HD	transducer	installed	to	useStructureScan	features.StructureScan	HD	provides	a	328	m	(600	ft)	wide	coverage	in	highdetail
with	SideScan,	while	DownScan™	provides	detailed	images	ofstructure	and	fish	directly	below	your	boat,	down	to	92	m	(300	ft).The	StructureScan	page	is	accessed	from	the	shortcut	icon	on	thehomescreen	when	the	StructureScan	transducer	is	connected.SideScanTransducertransmit	burstAccess	hiddencontext	menuWater	columnbetween	boatand
the	bottomWater	columnbetween	boatand	the	bottomFrequencyRange	scale54	|Range	keysStructureScan	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchRange	scalePage	57DownScanAccess	hiddencontext	menuData	overlayRangescaleBottomFrequencyRange	keysUsing	the	cursor	on	the	StructureScan	pageThe	cursor	is	by	default	not	shown	on	the	StructureScan
page.When	you	tap	the	screen	the	cursor	will	appear.	When	activated,	an	alarm	will	alert	youwhen	a	radar	target	enters	or	exits	the	zone.86	|Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	89Defining	a	guard	zone1.	The	default	value	is	30%.Fast	scan(Broadband	Radar™	only).Increases	the	rotation	speed	of	the	radar	scanner	when	the	range	isunder	2nm.
We	also	recommend	that	you	practiceall	operations	using	the	built-in	simulator	beforeusing	this	unit	on	the	water.Units	sold	with	Enhanced	US	Basemap,	NauticInsight,	Lake	Insight	or	Insight	USA	units	areimpacted	and	will	not	have	this	functionalityoutside	of	the	defined	region.	WE	MAKE	NO	EXPRESS	OR	IMPLIED	WARRANTY	OF	ANYKIND
ABOUT	THE	ACCURACY	OF	THE	SOURCE	MATERIAL	ITSELF,	INCLUDING	BUTNOT	LIMITED	TO	IMPLIED	WARRANTIES	OF	MERCHANTABILITY	OR	FITNESS	FOR	APARTICULAR	PURPOSE.If	there	is	a	defect	in	any	Database,	your	exclusive	remedy	shall	be,	at	ouroption,	either	a	refund	of	the	price	you	paid	for	the	product	containing
thedefective	Database	or	a	replacement	of	such	product.	We	reserve	the	right	to	terminate	this	license	if	you	violate	any	aspect	of	this	License	Agreement.	We	warrant	to	you	that	we	have	accurately	compiled,	processed,and	reproduced	the	portions	of	the	source	material	on	which	the	Databases	arebased.	Access	the	Files	utilityTap	Waypoints,	Routes
and	Trails	databaseTap	Export	regionDrag	the	red	boundary	box	around	the	desired	regionTap	ExportSelect	the	desired	file	formatSelect	destination	folderEnter	a	name	for	exported	fileTap	Enter¼¼	Note:	To	export	waypoints,	routes	and	trails	to	a	non-HDS	unit,select	a	compatible	file	format	and	export	the	file	to	a	SD	or	microSDcard	that	works
with	the	non-HDS	unit.126	|Maintenance	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	12925IndexAAISDefining	dangerous	vessels98Filtering	targets	98MMSI	number	98Selecting	targets	96Target	information	96Vessel	alarms	97Vessels	extension	lines	98AlarmsAcknowledge	71Active	alarms	73Alarm	history	73Alarm	settings	73Message	types	70AudioAM/FM
radio	120Saving	favorites	121Selecting	tuner	region	120Audio	bar	118Audio	controls	119Enabling	audio	118Mixer	122Muting	119Selecting	audio	source	119Shuffle	and	repeat	120SIRIUS	radioVolume	119BBacking	up	system	data	124CCancel	navigation	14,	38Chart3D	233D	boat	selection	27Categories	25Creating	routes	21Detail	24Find	22Grid
lines	28Heading	&	course	extension27Look	ahead	23Mapping	imagery	24Measuring	distance	21Navionics	28Objects	25Orientation	22Overlay	26Panning	20Pop-up	information	28Range	Rings	27Saving	waypoints	21Scale	20Selecting	data	26Settings	27Sharing	data	26StructureMap	60StructureMap	overlay	60Coordinate	system	78CursorCursor
assist	mode	13Goto	20Panning	13DData	overlay	18Datum	77Device	configuration	9Dialogs	12DownScan	55FFavorites	panel	8Files	74Copying	all	files	75Copying	files	to	SD	card	75Viewing	screenshots	74Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	127Page	130Fishing	modesReset	fishing	mode	51FuelFind	fuel	111Fuel	used	111Refueling	110Calibration
111Vessel	setup	110MMagnetic	variation	78Maintenance	123Exporting	waypoints,	routesand	trails	125Export	region	126Touchscreen	Calibration	123Man	overboard	waypoint	14MARPA	89GMenus	10GoFree	wireless	104,	107Hidden	system	menu	11Connecting	to	the	WIFI-1	105	Page	10Downloading	GoFree	appMOB	key	7105Enabling	control	of
HDS	105	NOperating	HDS	106NavigationOperating	the	HDS	106Setting	HDS	device	name	104	Arrival	radius	39Cancel	14Setting	up	WIFI-1	104Cancel	navigation	38Goto	cursor	37HLoran	settings	39Hidden	system	menu	11Phantom	Loran	39Hiding	page	menu	11Routes	37Trails	39IXTE	limit	39Navionics	28Instrument	panels3D	28Customizing
66Annotation	31Dashboards	66Change	to	Lowrance	30Editing	67Chart	details	31KColored	Seabed	Areas	31Community	layer	29Key	beeps	77Contours	depth	31Depth	range	(highlighting)L30Language	77Dynamic	Icons	29Log	sonarEasy	view	29Bytes	per	sounding	46Fish’n	Chip	30Log	all	channels	46Look	ahead	28Viewing	sonar	data	46Photo	overlay
29Loran	39Photo	transparency	30Phantom	loran	39Presentation	type	31Settings	39Rock	filtering	31128	|Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	131Safety	depth	31Shading	29Shallow	water	highlighting30Synchronize	2D/3D	chart	28NetworkingAuto	configuration	99Damping	101Data	sources	99Configuring	100New	101Remove	101Renaming	a	data
source101Device	ListCalibrating	devices	102Diagnostics	102Ethernet	103NMEA	0183	103NMEA	2000	103Network	StructureScan	59NMEA	0183	103NMEA	2000	103OOverlay	Downscan	51PPagesActive	panel	16Adjusting	split	panels	16Chart	19Customizing	16Data	overlay	18Favorites	16Overview	15Quick	splits	15PDF	reader	76Point	1
antennaCOG/SOG	Filter	108Configuration	107Configure/Offset	108Disabling	heading	sensor	108GNSS	Configuration	109Position	Update	107RRadarAntenna	height	93Bearing	alignment	93Bearings	89Compass	89Dangerous	vessels	91EBL/VRM	85,	86Adjust	86Data	box	86Set	offset	86Fast	scan	89Gain	83Guard	zonesAdjust	87Alarm	when
87Sensitivity	87Shape	87Guard	Zones	86Interference	rejection	84MARPA	89Cancelling	target	tracking90Target	settings	91Target	symbols	90Target	trails	and	safe	rings91Tracking	targets	90Viewing	target	info	91Measuring	range	&	bearing83Orientation	88Overlay	92Palette	88Position	84Radar	status	93Rain	clutter	84Range	82Range	offset
93Range	rings	83,	89Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	129Page	132Restore	defaults	94Sea	clutter	83Sidelobe	suppression	93STC	curve	88Symbology	85Target	expansion	87Target	trails	88Threshold	89Vessel	alarm	settings	92Restore	defaults	78RoutesCreate	from	chart	34Create	from	waypoints	35Editing	35SSatellites	74Screen	captures
14SideScan	54SimulatorSIRIUS	status	103SonarA-scope	49Auto	range	44Bottom	lock	47Colorline	47Custom	range	44Depth	line	49Fish	ID	49Fishing	modes	51Flasher	47Frequency	44History	preview	43,	49Keel	offset	52Log	sonar	data	45Manual	mode	45Measuring	distance	49Networking	50Source	50Noise	rejection	45Palettes	49Pausing	sonar
50Ping	speed	45130	|Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchRange	44Saving	waypoints	42Scroll	speed	45Sensitivity	46Sonar	source	50Splitscreen	47Stop	sonar	50Structurescan	overlay	51Surface	clarity	45Transducer	type	53Viewing	history	43Zoom	bars	42Steer	page	40Course	line	40Data	fields	40Off	course	limit	40Vessel	symbol
40StructureMapAccessing	files	on	SD	card	64Contrast	63Enabling	overlay	60Frequency	63Logging	data	63Converting	files	63High	resolution	64Noise	rejection	63Palette	63Range	62Scanning	fishing	areas	65Selecting	source	60Live	mode	61Saved	mode	61Sharing	files	65Transparency	62Using	with	mapping	cards	64Water	column	63StructureScan
HDAuto	range	57Contrast	58DownScan	55Flip	left/right	58Frequency	57History	preview	56,	58Log	sonar	58Page	133Measuring	distance	59Networking	59Noise	Rejection	57Palette	58Pausing	sonar	59Preset	range	levels	57Range	57Stop	sonar	59Surface	clarity	57ViewDownscan	58Sidescan	58Viewing	history	56System	settings	77Advanced
78Coordinate	system	78Datum	77Key	beeps	77Language	77Magnetic	variation	78Restore	defaults	78Satellites	78Time	77Units	78TTides	74Touchscreen	calibration	123TrailsCreating	36Logging	type	39Settings	36Troubleshooting	124UUnits	78Using	the	touchscreen	9UtilitiesAlarms	73FilesCopying	files	75Find	73PDF	reader	76Satellites
74Sun/moon	73Tides	74Trip	Calculator	73Vessels	72Waypoints/routes/trails	73VVessels	72Message	listing	72Status	listing	72VideoWWAAS/MSAS/EGNOS	107WaypointsAlarms	34Creating	33Editing	33Exporting	34Waypoints,	routes	and	trailsExporting	data	125Export	region	126WeatherAdjusting	color	shading	114Alarms	115Animating	weather
graphics117Overlay	transparency	115Precipitation	113SIRIUS	status	112Symbology	113Transparency	115Wave	indication	114Weather	reports	116Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	131Page	134Navico	Databases	License	AgreementTHIS	IS	A	LEGAL	AGREEMENT	BETWEEN	THE	END-USER	WHOFIRST	PURCHASES	THIS	PRODUCT	AS	A
CONSUMER	ITEM	FORPERSONAL,	FAMILY,	OR	HOUSEHOLD	USE	("YOU")	AND	NAVICO,	THEMANUFACTURER	OF	THIS	PRODUCT	("WE",	"OUR",	OR	"US").	Theicons	will	be	blue	when	the	function	is	turned	on.The	playback	menuThe	playback	menus	includes	an	option	giving	access	to	thesource’s	native	menu	or	file	structure,	used	for	selecting
tracks.Using	the	AM/FM	radioSelecting	AM/FM	tuner	regionBefore	playing	FM	or	AM	radio,	you	must	select	the	appropriate	AMand	FM	tuner	regions	for	your	location.120	|Audio	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	123Saving	a	channel	to	the	favorite	listWhen	the	channel	is	tuned	in,	you	can	add	the	stationsto	your	favorite	list.All	favorite	channels
can	be	viewed,	selected	and	deletedfrom	within	this	list.Using	SIRIUS	radioThe	channels	listThe	channels	list	displays	all	available	SIRIUS	channels,	whether	ornot	you	have	a	subscription	for	the	channel.The	favorites	listYou	can	create	of	list	of	your	favorite	SIRIUS	channels	from	withinthe	channels	list.	Typically	it	takes	up	to	10	full	rotations	of	the
scannerTracking	MARPA	target,	not	moving	or	at	anchor.Tracking	and	safe	MARPA	target	with	extension	lines.Dangerous	MARPA	target.A	target	is	defined	as	dangerous	based	on	the	CPA,	TCPA	and	AIS	Rangesettings.	This	would	typicallybe	the	result	of	the	antenna	not	being	physically	100%	parallelwith	the	center	line	of	the	vessel.	Page
3PrefaceAs	Navico	is	continuously	improving	this	product,	we	retain	theright	to	make	changes	to	the	product	at	any	time	which	may	notbe	reflected	in	this	version	of	the	manual.	Preview	settings	are	accessed	from	theAdvanced	menu.56	|StructureScan	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	59StructureScan™	menuWhen	the	cursor	is	active,	some
features	on	theStructureScan	menu	will	be	replaced	with	cursor	modefeatures.Tap	Clear	cursor	to	return	to	the	normal	StructureScanmenu.RangeNo	cursorDownScan	range	controls	the	water	depth	that	is	visibleon	the	screen.SideScan	range	controls	how	much	of	the	side	view	willbe	visible	on	the	screen.Active	cursorTap	the	range	keys	on	the
touchscreen	to	adjust	the	range	on	bothDownScan	and	SideScan	images.Auto	rangeWhen	the	range	is	set	to	Auto	the	system	will	automatically	set	therange	depending	on	the	water	depth.Preset	range	levelsYou	can	select	between	several	preset	range	levels.When	manually	changing	the	range	the	upper	depth	line	will	alwaysbe	at	the	water	surface.
The	scroll	bar	shows	theimage	you	are	currently	viewing	in	relation	to	the	total	sonar	historystored.The	scroll	bar	on	the	far	right	side	indicates	that	you	are	viewingthe	latest	soundings.	The	Preview	bar	is	a	snapshot	of	available	sonarhistory.	Always	supplement	the	electronicinformation	provided	by	this	instrument	withother	plotting	sources	such	as
observations,depth	soundings,	radar	and	hand	compassbearings.	Save	the	position	by	tapping	Save	guard	zone	on	the	menu.SensitivityThe	guard	zone	sensitivity	can	be	adjusted	to	eliminatealarms	for	small	targets.ShapeYou	can	choose	whether	the	guard	zone	has	a	circular	or	sectorshape.AdjustUsed	to	position	the	guard	zone.	If	you	wantto	have
more	than	one	map	of	the	same	area,	you	should	put	themaps	on	separate	SD	cards.Structure	optionsRangeControls	the	width	of	the	SideScan	history	trail.	Repeatedshort	presses	toggles	between	preset	brightness	levels.Introduction	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|7Page	10The	HDS	Gen2	Touch	home	screen67512443¼¼	Note:	video	is	only	available
on	HDS	Gen2	Touch	9”	and	12”	units.The	radar	option	will	only	be	shown	when	the	unit	is	connected	toa	radar.1	Utilities	panelTap	an	icon	to	access	utility	data.2	Favorites	panelUsed	to	display	Favorite	pages,	save	new	Favorites	or	clearpreviously	configured	pages.3	PagesTap	a	page	icon	to	view	the	page	full	screen.	Find	fuelsearch	results	can	be
sorted	by	distance,	cost	and	fuel	type.¼¼	Note:	You	must	have	a	LWX	module	and	a	SIRIUS	data	subscriptionto	use	the	Find	Fuel	feature.Fuel	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	111Page	11422SIRIUS™	weather(North	America	only)When	connected	to	a	Navico	Weather	Module,	you	can	subscribeand	include	SIRIUS™	audio	and	SIRIUS™	Marine
Weather	Service	onyour	system	(North	America	only).SIRIUS™	audio	and	weather	service	covers	inland	US	waters	andcoastal	areas	into	the	Atlantic	and	Pacific	oceans,	Gulf	of	Mexico	andthe	Caribbean	Sea.The	audio	and	weather	products	received	vary	depending	on	yourselected	subscription	package.	Tap	the	screen	where	you	want	to	position	the
radar	center3.	Should	the	information	not	agree,	thediscrepancy	must	be	resolved	before	proceedingany	further.Navico	may	find	it	necessary	to	change	orend	our	policies,	regulations	and	specialoffers	at	any	time.	Area	not	covered	by	the	image	will	be	colored	black.Setting	up	the	video	pageAdjusting	the	video	imageYou	can	optimize	the	video
display	by	adjusting	the	video	imagesettings.	You	canonly	view	the	video	on	the	unit	connected	to	the	video	source.The	video	pageThe	video	image	will	be	proportionally	scaled	to	fit	onto	the	videoscreen.	We	grant	to	you	the	nonexclusive,	nonassignable	right	to	use	these	Databases	for	supplemental	navigation	reference	purposes,	but	only	as	long	as
you	comply	with	the	terms	and	conditions	of	this	License	Agreement.	Tap	the	EBL/VRM	menu	button	again	to	reposition	the	EBL/VRM.EBL/VRM	settingsAdjustTap	Adjust	and	drag	your	finger	in	any	direction	on	the	screen	toresize	the	VRM	and	change	the	location	of	the	EBL.Set	offsetUsed	to	change	the	PPI	center	of	the	EBL/VRM.	You	can	select	up
to	an	8xzoom	by	pressing	the	dedicated	zoom	keys.	3.	Exporting	files	is	covered	in	the	Maintenance	section.Copying	all	filesUtilities	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	75Page	78PDF	readerUse	the	PDF	viewer	to	read	manuals	and	other	PDF	files	on	the	HDSdisplay.	Cancel	navigation.2.	Tap	Waypoint	MOB	on	the	page	menu.3.	Tap	Delete.Screen
captureSimultaneously	press	and	hold	the	Pages	and	power	keys	totake	a	screenshot.	There	is	no	zero	range	(timedelay),	no	warm	up	time,	and	no	burn-in	required.Radar	statusDisplays	scanner	information,	the	availability	and	status	of	scannerfeatures,	and	the	status	of	radar	peripherals.Adjust	bearing	alignmentThis	is	to	align	with	the	heading
marker	on	the	screen	with	thecenter	line	of	the	vessel,	this	will	compensate	for	any	slight	misalignment	of	the	scanner	during	installation.	Save	the	page	layout	by	tapping	Save.¼¼	Note:	Tap	Clear	to	cancel	changes	and	select	a	new	panelconfiguration.	PLEASE	ALLOW	4-6	WEEKS	TO	PROCESS	YOUR	REFUND.1.	This	License	Agreement	applies	to
the	one	or	more	databases	that	your	product	may	contain.	We	refer	to	eachof	these	as	a	“Database”	or	together	as	the	“Databases.”	Your	product	may	thusinclude	the	“WBS	Database”	which	contains	worldwide	background	surfacemapping	data,	the	“Insight	Database”	which	contains	inland	mapping	data,	orother	Databases.	Drag	the	Zoom	bar
vertically	to	view	different	parts	of	the	watercolumn.42	|Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	45Viewing	sonar	historyYou	can	view	sonar	history	by	activating	the	cursor	and	thendragging	your	finger	horizontally	across	the	screen.	Tap	the	radar	page	to	position	the	cursor2.	You	must	have	a	SIRIUS	weather	and/or	audiosubscription	to	view
SIRIUS	information.NMEA	2000Turns	on/off	sharing/receiving	of	waypoints	across	a	NMEA	2000network.	Themedium	setting	offers	the	best	overall	performance.	WAAS	covers	North	America,	MSAS	covers	EastAsia	(primarily	Japan),	and	EGNOS	covers	Europe.Position	UpdatePosition	update	rate	may	be	adjusted	(1Hz,	5Hz	or	10Hz)	to	suit
yourvessel	and	to	minimize	unnecessary	NMEA	2000	data	traffic.	Drag	the	menu	to	the	right	to	hide	the	menu.¼¼	Note:	When	the	cursor	is	active,	some	features	on	page	menus	willbe	replaced	with	cursor	mode	features.10	|Basic	Operation	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	13Back	buttonYou	can	return	to	the	previous	screen	or	menu	by	pressing
the	Backbutton.Page	menuHiding	page	menuHidden	system	menuThe	page	menu	for	each	operation	mode	has	a	hidden	systemmenu.	Vessel	alarms	can	be	set	up	from	the	Alarms	utility.Alarm	IDDescriptionDangerous	vesselControls	whether	an	alarm	shall	be	activated	when	a	vesselcomes	within	the	predefined	CPA	or	TCPA.¼¼	Note:	The	check	box
controls	whether	the	alarm	pop-upbox	is	displayed	and	if	the	siren	will	sound.	The	vessel’s	rotation	on	the	chart	is	defined	bythe	chart	orientation	settings.Chart	tilted	in	rotate	modeChart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	23Page	26You	can	change	the	camera	tilt	angle	and	rotate	the	camera	aroundthe	vessel	by	dragging	your	finger	on	the	screen.¼¼
Note:	When	in	rotate	mode,	use	horizontal	motions	to	rotate	thevessel.	From	the	UDB	tab,	you	can	seeIP	addresses	of	attached	Ethernet	devices	and	if	an	Ethernet	cable	isconnected	or	unplugged.102	|Networking	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	105SIRIUS	status	(US	only)You	can	view	your	ESN	number,	SIRIUS	subscription	status	andsignal
strength.	“You”	or	“your”	refers	to	the	first	person	who	purchases	the	product	as	a	consumer	item	for	personal,	family,	or	household	use.	Language	options	will	be	restricted	toEnglish	(US)	only	and	Units	will	be	restricted	tonon-metric	measures.To	reduce	the	risk	of	misusing	or	misinterpretingthis	unit,	you	must	read	and	understand	allaspects	of	this
Installation	and	OperationManual.	Use	vertical	motions	to	change	the	viewer	perspective.When	rotate	is	selected	the	camera	position	is	fixed,	and	the	cameracan	only	be	rotated	and	tilted.	For	more	information	on	recording	andviewing	structure	data,	refer	to	“Log	sonar	data”	on	page	“Log	sonardata”	on	page	45.ContrastAdjusts	the	brightness	ratio
between	light	and	dark	areas	of	thescreen,	making	it	easier	to	distinguish	objects	from	the	background.¼¼	Note:	Fine	adjustments	can	be	made	by	tapping	above	or	belowthe	indicator.PaletteYou	can	select	from	several	display	palettes	optimized	for	a	varietyof	fishing	conditions.ViewThe	StructureScan	page	can	be	set	up	as	a	DownScan	image,
leftonly,	right	only	or	left/right	side	scanning.The	DownScan	image	can	also	be	added	as	an	overlay	to	thetraditional	sonar	image.	4.	Restore	cursor	is	a	useful	feature	for	togglingbetween	your	current	boat	location	and	the	cursor	position.PanningYou	can	pan	the	chart,	sonar	and	structure	screens	by	dragging	yourfinger	in	any	direction.Cursor	assist
modePress	and	hold	your	finger	on	the	screen	to	switch	the	cursor	toselection	mode.	Editing	favoritesTap	Customize	on	the	Favorites	panelTap	an	existing	favoriteDrag	a	page	icon	from	the	previewTap	SavePages	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	17Page	20Deleting	favorites1.	TapSave	on	the	waypoint	dialog	to	create	the	waypoint.When	the	cursor	is
not	active,	press	the	physical	waypoint	keytwice	to	save	a	waypoint	at	the	vessel	position.ZoomingThe	dedicated	zoom	keys	are	used	to	zoom	in	on	the	watercolumn.	Tap	Customize	on	the	Favorites	panel2.	A	blue	scroll	bar	willappear	on	the	right	side	of	the	screen	on	a	SideScan	image.The	blue	scroll	bar	shows	the	image	you	are	currently	viewing
inrelation	to	the	total	sonar	history	stored.	Target	loss	in	harbour	environments	may	occur	if	this	control	isnot	adjusted	correctly.Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	93Page	96Occasionally	false	target	returns	can	occur	adjacent	to	strong	targetreturns	such	as	large	boats	or	container	ports.	Drag	the	waypoint	to	its	new	position5.	Your	claim	must	be
substantiated	by	adated	sales	receipt	or	sales	slip.	Refer	to	“Chart	overlay”	on	page26.¼¼	Note:	Radar	overlay	requires	data	from	heading	sensor.RangeHeading	line	*CursorOrientationCursor	positionCompass	*Range	rings	*Range	markers	**	Optional	radar	symbology.Radar	operation	modesThe	radar’s	operational	modes	are	controlled	from	your
unit.	Press	Zoom	In	to	returnto	the	file	list.74	|Utilities	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	77Copying	files	to	SD	cardYou	can	copy	screenshots	and	logs	to	a	SD	card.	TapOverlay	downscan	on	the	Sonar	settings	menu.When	Overlay	downscan	is	activated,	the	sonar	menu	will	expand	toinclude	basic	Structure	options.Tap	Overlay	on	the	Structure
options	menu	to	adjust	the	level	ofstructure	overlay	shown	on	the	screen.	Water	speed	intervals	range	from	one	to	thirty	seconds,e.g.	If	you	select	five	seconds,	your	displayed	water	speed	will	bebased	on	averaging	over	5	seconds	of	sampling.Water	temperature	calibrationTemperature	calibration	is	used	to	adjust	the	water	temperaturevalue	from	the
sonar	transducer	to	match	the	data	from	anothertemperature	sensor.	Whena	target	comes	within	this	distance	from	your	vessel,	the	symbolwill	change	to	the	“dangerous”	target	symbol	and	an	alarm	will	betriggered.98	|AIS	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	10118NetworkingYou	can	monitor	the	performance	of	NMEA	2000	and	Ethernetnetworks
and	configure	data	sources,	network	devices,	waypointsharing	and	NMEA	0183	settings.Auto	configurationAfter	you	have	installed	your	NMEA	2000	network,	or	added/removed	a	device,	you	can	allow	the	unit	to	select	network	settingsby	turning	on	all	network	devices	and	tapping	Auto	configure	onthe	network	settings	menu.Auto	configure	will	reset
data	sources	to	default	settings	and	remove	all	instances	for	networked	devices.¼¼	Note:	data	sources	should	only	be	adjusted	by	advanced	users.	Tap	the	desired	location	on	the	screen2.	Ifyou	increase	the	zooming	factor	the	range	will	be	reduced.	The	radar	PPI	center	is	centered	on	the	radar	panel.Look	AheadMoves	the	radar	PPI	center	to	the
bottom	of	the	panel	to	give	maximum	view	ahead.OffsetAllows	you	to	move	the	PPI	center	to	any	location	on	the	radarpage.84	|Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	87CenterLook	aheadCustom	offset1.	Log	Sonar	can	be	accessed	from	theAdvanced	sonar	menu	and	the	Sonar	settings	menu.Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	45Page	48Bytes	per
soundingSelect	how	many	bytes	per	seconds	that	are	to	be	used	when	saving	the	log	file.	Trailsettings	are	defined	on	the	Trail	Settings	dialog	described	below.Trail	settingsThe	trail	is	made	up	of	a	series	of	trail	points	connected	by	linesegments.You	can	select	to	record	trail	points	based	on	time,	distance	orby	letting	the	unit	position	a	point
automatically	when	a	coursechange	is	registered.¼¼	Note:	The	Trails	option	must	also	be	turned	ON	in	the	chart	settingsto	be	visible.36	|Waypoints,	Routes	&	Trails	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	396NavigatingThe	navigation	function	included	in	your	unit	allows	you	to	navigatetowards	the	cursor	position,	a	waypoint	or	along	a	predefined
route.For	information	about	positioning	waypoints	and	creating	routes,refer	to	“Waypoints,	routes	&	trails”	on	page	32.Goto	cursorYou	can	navigate	to	the	cursor	from	the	chart,	radar,	sonar	or	structure	pages	by	activating	the	cursor	and	tapping	Goto	cursor	onthe	menu.¼¼	Note:	The	Goto	cursor	option	will	only	be	available	when	the	cursoris	active
on	a	page.Navigating	on	the	chartNavigate	a	routeYou	can	start	navigating	a	route	by	tapping	the	route	and	thentapping	Navigate	on	the	menu.Routes	can	be	navigated	forward,	from	the	first	routepoint	to	thelast	routepoint,	or	in	reverse	starting	with	the	last	routepoint	andfinishing	with	the	first	routepoint.When	navigating	a	route,	the	active	route
leg	will	be	colored	red.The	red	arrow	on	the	route	leg	shows	the	selected	navigationmethod	(forward	or	reverse)	you	are	using	to	navigate	the	route.Upcoming	route	legs	are	colored	orange.Navigating	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	37Page	40When	route	navigation	is	started,	the	menu	will	expand	showingoptions	for	skipping	a	waypoint,	or	for
restarting	the	route	fromcurrent	vessel	position.Selecting	start	pointYou	can	navigate	a	route,	starting	from	any	routepoint,	bypositioning	the	cursor	over	the	selected	routepoint	and	tappingthe	routepoint	name	on	the	menu.	Save	the	route	by	tapping	Save	on	the	menuMeasuring	distanceThe	cursor	can	be	used	to	measure	the	distance	between
yourvessel	and	a	selected	position,	or	between	two	points	on	the	chart.Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	21Page	24¼¼	Note:	To	measure	distance	from	your	vessel,	tap	the	desired	locationon	the	map	and	the	distance	to	that	location	will	be	shown	in	theinfo	box	in	the	lower	left	corner	of	the	screen.1.	Tap	the	screen	and	then	tap	Measure	on	the
menu•	The	measuring	icons	will	appear	with	a	line	drawn	from	the	vesselcenter	to	the	cursor	position,	and	the	distance	will	be	listed	in	theinfo	box.2.	Drag	one	of	the	map	pins	to	the	desired	point.	The	(.sl2)	file	will	beconverted	to	a	(.smf	)	file	whenrecording	is	stopped.	When	you	increase	SeaClutter	filtering	the	on-screen	clutter	caused	by	the
echoes	of	waveswill	be	reduced.Sea	clutter	has	a	manual	mode	and	two	automatic	modes	(harbor,offshore).	455	kHz	has	excellentresolution	and	greater	range,	while	800	kHz	provides	betterdefinition	at	shallower	depths.Noise	RejectionMonitors	the	effects	noise	(boat	pumps,	water	conditions,	engineignition	systems,	etc.)	has	on	your	display,	and
then	filters	outundesired	signals.Logging	Structure	dataTo	record	structure	data,	steer	your	boat	over	an	area	and	select	LogSonar	from	the	Structure	options	menu.¼¼	NOTE:	For	best	results,	we	recommend	turning	off	Auto	Rangewhen	recording	a	structure	sonar	log	(.sl2).Converting	filesTo	create	a	StructureMap	file	you	must	convert	a	structure
sonarlog	(.sl2)	file	to	StructureMap	format	(.smf	).	If	no	GPS	is	available	the	vessel	symbolwill	include	a	question	mark.Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	19Page	22Chart	scaleYou	zoom	in	and	out	on	the	chart	by	using	the	Zoom	keys.Chart	range	scale	and	range	rings	interval	(when	turned	on)	will	beshown	in	the	lower	right	corner	of	the	chart
panel.Using	the	cursor	on	the	chart	pageThe	cursor	is	by	default	not	shown	on	the	chart	page.When	you	tap	the	screen,	the	cursor	will	become	visible	and	thecursor	position	window	will	be	activated.	Select	the	device	from	the	list	and	tap	Configure.ScopeYou	can	select	the	Global	or	Local	setting	for	display	units	and	datasources	on	the
network.Setting	desired	data	sources	to	Global	scope	allows	all	display	unitsset	to	Global	scope	to	use	the	same	data	sources.Setting	one	display	unit	on	the	network	to	Local	scope	allows	youto	select	data	sources	independent	of	other	global	scope	units	onthe	network.100	|Networking	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage
103DeviceGlobalLocalAutomatically	usesdata	from	global	datasourcesDisplay	units	When	a	data	sourceis	selected	by	otherglobal	scope	units,	allunits	switch	to	samedata	sourceData	sources	must	beselected	manually.Data	source	selection	willnot	be	affected	when	adifferent	data	source	isselected	on	Global	scopeunitsWill	automatically	beselected	as
the	datasource	for	display	unitsset	to	Global	scopeData	sourcesCan	be	selectedmanually	as	the	datasource	by	units	set	toLocal	scopeCan	only	be	selectedmanually	by	display	unitsNewUsed	to	create	an	instance	of	a	data	source.RemoveAllows	you	to	remove	a	device	instance	from	the	network.Renaming	a	data	sourceYou	can	rename	a	data	source	to
make	it	easier	to	distinguishbetween	multiple	data	sources	of	the	same	type.	The	greater	the	range	setting,the	wider	the	StructureMap	history	trail;	Lower	range	settingsreduce	the	width	of	the	history	trail.TransparencyIncreases/decreases	the	visibility	of	Structure	overlay	so	underlyingchart	detail	may	be	revealed/obscured.	This	warranty	gives	you
specific	legal	rights	and	you	may	also	have	other	rights	which	may	vary	from	state	to	state.Your	remedies	under	this	warranty	will	be	available	so	long	as	you	can	show	in	a	reasonable	manner	that	the	defect	occurred	within	one	(1)	year	from	the	date	of	your	original	purchase,	and	we	must	receive	your	warranty	claim	no	later	than	30	days	after	such
1-year	period	expires.	The	selected	gauge	will	be	shaded	inblue4.	If	the	gain	isset	too	high,	the	image	might	be	cluttered	with	backActive	cursorground	noise.Gain	has	a	manual	and	an	automatic	mode.	Avoid	any	contact	with	solvents	(acetone,	mineral	turpentine	etc.),	Ammonia-based	or	vinegar-based	cleaning	productsas	they	may	damage	the	anti-
glare	layer,	plastics	bezel,	or	rubberkeys.To	prevent	UV	damage	to	the	plastic	bezel	and	rubber	keys,	it	isrecommended	that	the	sun	cover	be	fitted	when	the	unit	is	not	inuse	for	an	extended	period.Checking	the	keysMake	sure	that	no	keys	are	stuck	in	the	down	position.	That	allows	the	display	to	continue	smooth	scrolling	if	the	bottom	depth	isout	of
transducer	range.	Adjust	the	bearing	alignment	setting,	so	that	theheading	marker	and	land	mass	intersect.Adjust	range	offsetEliminates	the	time	lag	between	real	radar	returns	and	the	time	ittakes	data	to	be	processed	by	the	radar	software.	Waves	lower	than	the	minimum	value	will	notbe	color	coded.Weather	iconsSeveral	weather	icons	are
available	to	show	current	or	predictedweather	conditions.	You	can	also	set	limits	ofanalog	gauges.All	edit	options	are	available	from	the	Instrument	panel	menu.Available	editing	options	will	depend	on	the	data	sources	that	areconnected	to	your	system.66	|Instruments	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	69Edit	an	Instrument	dashboard1.	Tap	the
screen	to	place	moreroutepoints5.	Tap	New	waypoint	and	tap	SaveActive	cursor¼¼	Note:	You	can	also	save	a	waypoint	by	pressing	the	dedicatedwaypoint	key	twice.	When	a	third-party	mappingcard	is	inserted,	the	system	will	prompt	you	to	switch	to	SD	cardcartography,	if	the	unit	is	not	in	the	correct	chart	mode.Sharing	Chart	dataYou	can	share
charts	across	the	Ethernet	network.	You	can	scroll	through	sonar	history	by	dragging	thepreview	slider	horizontally.	You	Zoom	in	to	see	less	of	the	map	with	more	detail;	zoomout	to	see	more	of	the	map	with	less	detail.	Ifan	HDS	Gen1	unit	is	on	the	same	network	as	a	GoFree	module,networking	will	no	longer	be	functional.Setting	HDS	device
nameYou	will	only	need	to	change	your	unit’s	name	when	HDS	units	onthe	network	have	the	same	default	device	name.Setting	up	the	WIFI-1Connect	the	WIFI-1	unit	to	the	HDS	unit	with	the	Ethernet	cablesupplied	with	the	WIFI-1	unit--	The	WIFI-1	access	point	will	now	be	listed	in	the	HDSNetwork	menu104	|Page	107Downloading	the	GoFree
appDownload	the	Lowrance	GoFree	Controller	&	Viewer	app	to	yourwireless	device	from	the	Apple	App	Store	or	Android	Google	Playapp	store.Connecting	the	wireless	device	to	the	WIFI-1Set	up	the	wireless	device’s	network	to	be	the	WIFI-1	defined	asprimary	access	point.Enable/disable	wireless	control	of	HDSStart	the	app,	and	tap	the	HDS	unit
icon	in	the	GoFree	Controllerpage	to	request	remote	control	of	the	HDS	unit.¼¼	Note:	Older	versions	of	the	Android	operating	system	do	notsupport	display	unit	autodiscovery.	Select	manual	mode	if	you	need	to	enter	yourown	local	magnetic	variation.SatellitesIllustrates	the	location	of	satellites	in	view	and	the	quality	of	theunit’s	satellite
lock.Restore	defaultsAllows	you	to	select	which	settings	are	to	berestored	to	their	original	factory	settings.1.	Tap	Restore	defaults2.	The	amount	of	information	available	in	the	system	dependson	the	amount	of	weather	activity,-	the	more	complex	it	is	the	lesstime	will	be	available	for	animation.You	can	animate	the	past	or	the	future	depending	on
whichweather	view	you	have	turned	on:•	if	the	precipitation	overlay	was	turned	on,	you	can	animate	for	thepast	and	only	assume	weather	conditions	in	the	immediate	future.•	if	the	colored	wave	height	overlay	was	turned	on,	you	can	animatethe	future	(the	predictions)When	activated	the	time	for	the	current	graphic	animation	will	bedisplayed	in	the
lower	left	corner	of	the	chart	panel.Weather	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	117Page	12023AudioWhen	this	unit	is	connected	to	a	SonicHub	server	you	can	use	yourunit	to	control	audio	playback	from	iPod,	iPhone,	USB	mass	storagedevice	(mp3)	and	AM/FM	radio.	Defining	an	EBL/VRM	markerEnsure	that	the	cursor	is	not	active	on	the	radar	pageTap
EBL/VRM	on	the	radar	menuSelect	an	EBL/VRM.Tap	adjust	to	select	EBL/VRM	positionDrag	the	EBL/VRM	into	the	desired	locationTap	Save	EBL/VRMQuick	EBL/VRM	marker	positioning	by	using	the	cursor1.	If	you	completed	Device	configuration	setup	at	initialstartup,	the	proper	fishing	mode	has	already	been	selected.Fishing
ModeDepthPaletteGeneral	Use≤1,000	ftWhite	backgroundShallow	Water≤	60	ftWhite	backgroundFresh	Water≤	400	ftWhite	backgroundDeep	Water≥	5,000	ftDeep	BlueSlow	Trolling≤	400	ftWhite	backgroundFast	Trolling≤	400	ftWhite	backgroundClear	Water≤	400	ftWhite	backgroundIce	Fishing≤	400	ftIce	fishingReset	fishing	modeResets	selected
fishing	mode	to	default	settings,	allowing	you	toclear	settings	adjustments	made	while	using	a	fishing	mode.Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	51Page	54Installation	settingsKeel	offsetThis	is	a	value	that	can	be	entered	on	the	sonar	Installation	page	tomake	depth	readings	relate	to	any	point	from	the	water	surface,	tothe	deepest	point	of	the
vessel.Below	are	some	typical	ways	in	which	the	offset	is	used:A)	For	Depth	below	Keel:	Set	the	distance	from	transducer	to	thekeel.Enter	a	negative	value,	e.g.B)	For	Depth	Below	Transducer:	no	offset	required.C)	For	Depth	Below	Surface	(waterline):	Set	the	distance	from	transducer	to	the	surface:Enter	a	positive	value.,	e.g.+0.5-2.0+0.020.5	ft18
ft20	ftA52	|Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchBCPage	55Water	speed	calibrationWater	speed	calibration	is	used	to	adjust	the	speed	value	from	thepaddle	wheel	to	match	the	actual	boat	speed	through	the	water.Actual	speed	can	be	determined	from	GPS	speed	over	ground	(SOG)or	by	timing	the	boat	over	a	known	distance.	Wegrant	to	you	the
nonexclusive,	nonassignable	right	to	use	these	Databases	forsupplemental	navigation	reference	purposes,	but	only	as	long	as	you	complywith	the	terms	and	conditions	of	this	License	Agreement.	Select	the	offset	option	from	the	menu2.	See	Definingdangerous	vessels	above.¼¼	Note:	The	check	box	controls	whether	the	alarm	pop-upbox	is	displayed
and	if	the	siren	will	sound.	It	can	be	used	when	revisiting	an	area	thathas	already	been	scanned	in	order	to	assist	the	user	in	positioningthe	vessel	or	locating	specific	points	of	interest.StructureMap	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	61Page	64¼¼	NOTE:	If	there	is	more	than	one	StructureMap	of	the	same	area	onthe	same	SD	card,	the	maps	will	overlap
on	your	screen.	This	can	be	doneautomatically	from	the	Sonar	Log	menu,	or	manually	by	convertinglogs	from	the	Files	menu.	When	the	cursor	is	inactive,	thewaypoint	will	be	saved	at	the	vessel	position.Creating	routesYou	can	quickly	create	routes	on	the	chart	page.1.	2.	Radar	returns	below	this	limit	will	be	filtered	and	notdisplayed.	You	may	NOT
modify,	adapt,	translate,	reverse	engineer,	decompile,	disassemble,	rent,	lease,	or	resell	any	Database,	and	you	may	NOT	create	derivative	works	based	upon	any	Database	or	its	contents.	When	you	close	one	of	thesedialogs	the	display	will	return	to	last	active	page.VesselsStatus	listingList	of	all	AIS,	MARPA,	and	DSC	vessels	with	available
information.Message	listingList	of	all	messages	received	from	other	AIS	vessels	with	time	stamp.72	|Utilities	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	75Sun/moonDisplays	sunrise,	sunset,	moonrise	and	moonset	for	a	position	basedon	entered	date	and	the	position’s	latitude/longitude.Trip	CalculatorTrip	1/	Trip	2Displays	voyage	and	engine	information,	with
reset	option	for	alldata	fields.TodayDisplays	voyage	information	for	the	current	date.	Touch	crosshair	shown	on	screen	to	perform	nine	points	calibration5.	Saved	mode	is	used	to	view	a	map	of	theunderwater	environment	that	can	be	reviewed	and	examined	eitheron	or	off	of	the	water.	When	the	settings	are	saved	these	will	be	used	as	defaultwhen
starting	the	simulator	mode.GPS	sourceSelects	the	source	where	simulated	GPS	data	is	generated.Speed,	Course	and	RouteUsed	to	enter	values	when	GPS	source	is	set	to	Simulated	course	orSimulated	route.	Page	135Databases	Limited	Warranty“We”,	“our”,	or	“us”	refers	to	Navico,	the	manufacturer	of	this	product.	This	dialog	also	includes
information	about	active	alarms	and	alarm	history.The	alarms	dialog	is	accessed	from	the	Utilities	tab	on	the	homescreen.	Refer	to	Chartsettings	later	in	this	section.Vessel	symbolWhen	a	GPS	and	a	suitable	heading	sensor	are	connected	to	thesystem,	the	vessel	symbol	indicates	vessel	position	and	heading.Without	a	heading	sensor	installed,	the	icon
will	position	itself	usingCOG	(Course	over	Ground).	WE	WILL	NOT	UNDER	ANYCIRCUMSTANCES	BE	LIABLE	TO	ANYONE	FOR	ANY	SPECIAL,	CONSEQUENTIAL,INCIDENTAL,	OR	OTHER	INDIRECT	DAMAGE	OF	ANY	KIND.	The	range	scale	is	set	automatically	by	thesystem	to	suit	the	chart	scale.Heading	and	Course	extensionThe	length	of	the
extension	lines	are	either	set	as	a	fixed	distance,or	to	indicate	the	distance	the	vessel	will	move	in	the	selected	timeperiod.Vessel	heading	extension	is	aligned	withCOGdirection	the	vessel’s	bow	is	pointing.COG	extension	points	the	direction	thevessel	is	moving.	When	the	cursor	is	active,	the	screen	will	be	zoomedat	the	cursor	location.Viewing
StructureScan	historyWhenever	the	cursor	is	active,	the	history	preview	will	appear	atthe	top	of	the	screen	on	a	Downscan	image.	Refer	to	the	Fuelsection	in	this	manual.The	dashboardsThree	dashboard	layouts	are	predefined	to	display	gauges.You	can	switch	dashboards	by	tapping	the	left	and	right	arrows	inthe	upper	left	and	upper	right	corners	of
the	screen.Dashboards	also	can	be	switched	by	tapping	Next	or	Prev	on	themenu.Vessel	dashboardNavigation	dashboardAngler	dashboardCustomizing	the	Instrument	panelYou	can	customize	the	Instrument	panel	by	changing	the	data	foreach	of	the	gauges	in	the	dashboard,	by	changing	the	dashboardlayout,	and	by	adding	new	dashboards.	The	CPA
andTCPA	defines	when	a	vessel	is	dangerous	regardless	of	theenabled/disabled	state.AIS	vessel	lostSets	the	range	for	lost	vessels.	Press	and	hold	the	Waypoint	key,	then	turn	the	unit	on3.	Thesystem	will	continue	to	record	the	trail	until	the	trail	length	reachesthe	maximum	trail	point	setting,	and	will	then	automatically	beginoverwriting	the	oldest
trail	points.The	automatic	trail	function	can	be	turned	off	from	the	Trail	screendescribed	later	in	this	section.Creating	a	new	trailTap	New	on	the	Trails	dialog	and	tap	Save	to	create	a	new	trail.	WhenRadar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	91Page	94your	vessel	comes	within	this	distance	from	a	vessel,	the	symbol	willchange	to	the	“dangerous”	target
symbol.	Tap	the	Restore	cursor	button	to	reactivate	the	cursor	andcursor	window.Goto	cursorYou	can	navigate	to	the	cursor	by	tapping	Goto	cursor	on	themenu.Panning	the	chartYou	can	move	the	chart	in	any	direction	by	dragging	your	finger	inany	direction.Tapping	Clear	Cursor	will	remove	the	cursor	from	the	page,	andthe	chart	center	will	be



positioned	at	the	vessel.ZoomingYou	zoom	in/zoom	out	the	chart	by	tapping	the	onscreen	Zoomkeys.	Exporting	waypoints,	routes	and	trailsAccess	the	Files	utilityTap	Waypoints,	Routes	and	Trails	databaseTap	ExportSelect	the	desired	file	formatSelect	destination	folderEnter	a	name	for	exported	fileTap	Enter¼¼	Note:	To	export	waypoints,	routes	and
trails	to	a	non-HDS	unit,select	a	compatible	file	format	and	export	the	file	to	a	SD	or	microSDcard	that	works	with	the	non-HDS	unit.Maintenance	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	125Page	128Export	regionThe	example	shows	how	to	export	waypoints,	routes	and	trails	froma	particular	region.1.	2.	YOUR	PURCHASE	PRICE	AND	ANY	APPLICABLE
TAXES	WILL	BE	REFUNDED.	The	higher	the	range	settings	thelonger	the	history	length	that	will	show	up	behind	thevessel	icon.	Changing	the	language	will	make	the	unit	restart.Text	sizeUsed	for	setting	the	text	size	on	menus	and	dialogs.Default	setting:	NormalKey	beepsControls	the	loudness	of	the	beep	sound	when	a	key	is	pressed.Default
settings:	Loud.TimeControls	the	local	time	zone	offset,	and	the	format	of	the	time	anddate.DatumMost	paper	charts	are	made	in	the	WGS84	format,	which	also	is	usedby	your	unit.	If	in	doubt,	consult	your	local	dealer.Units	designed	for	sale	in	the	Americas	will	havelimited	Language	and	Units	functionality	outsideof	a	zone	defined	as	30	degrees	West
longitudeon	the	East	and	the	International	Date	Line	onthe	West.	Access	the	hidden	system	menuTap	Edit	overlay	and	tap	AddSelect	a	data	categoryTap	the	data	you	want	to	overlayDrag	the	overlay	data	into	the	desired	position	on	the	pageTap	SaveCustomizing	overlay	dataYou	can	toggle	the	overlay	data	type	between	an	analog	and	digitaldisplay,
select	data	size,	and	change	previously	configured	datafrom	the	Edit	overlay	configuration	menu.18	|Pages	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	214ChartThe	chart	page	displays	your	position	relative	to	land	and	otherchart	objects.	It	isrecommended	to	regularly	copy	these	files	and	your	system	settingsfiles	as	part	of	your	back-up	routine.The	files	are
copied	to	a	SD	card	inserted	in	the	card	slot	on	thefront	of	your	unit.Different	output	formats	are	available:User	Data	File	version	5Used	to	transfer	data	from	one	HDS	Gen2	Touchsystem	to	anotherUser	Data	File	version	4Used	to	transfer	data	from	one	HDS	system	toanother.User	Data	file	version	3	(	withdepth)Can	be	used	when	transferring	user
data	from	anHDS	system	or	Mark/Elite	to	a	legacy	Lowrance(LMS,	LCX,	etc	)User	data	file	version	2	(no	depth)Can	be	used	when	transferring	user	data	from	anHDS	system	to	a	legacy	Lowrance	(LMS,	LCX,	etc	)GPX	(GPS	Exchange)This	is	the	format	most	used	on	the	web	that	sharesamong	most	GPS	systems	in	the	world.	The	Radar	uses	this	value
to	calculatethe	correct	STC	settings.TuneAdjustments	to	this	setting	should	only	be	performed	by	a	trainedradar	technician.Sidelobe	suppression	(Broadband	radar	only)¼¼	Note:	This	control	should	only	be	adjusted	by	experienced	radarusers.	Select	a	trail	on	the	Trails	dialog2.	8.	SIRIUS™	audio	and	weather	service	covers	inland	US	waters	and
coastal	areas	into	the	Atlantic	and	Pacificoceans,	Gulf	of	Mexico	and	the	Caribbean	Sea.	Press	the	key	twice	to	quickly	save	a	waypoint.4	Pages	keyA	short	press	displays	the	home	screen.	Your	selection	should	be	based	on	thecurrent	sea	conditions.¼¼	Note:	When	a	4G	broadband	radar	is	installed,	beam	sharpening	isenabled,	resulting	in	2X	the
azimuth	resolution	—	similar	to	a	threefoot	length	array.Target	trailsTurns	on/off	shaded	echoes	of	each	radar	target	making	it	easier	toassess	the	movement	of	targets	relative	to	your	position.Clearing	target	trails	from	the	panelWhen	target	trails	are	displayed	on	the	panel,	the	radar	menu	willbe	expanded	to	include	an	option	where	you	can	clear
target	trailsfrom	your	radar	panel	temporarily.	The	higher	thedamping	level,	the	more	data	history	will	be	averaged.	You	will	not	be	able	to	add	unsubscribed	channels.When	a	favorite	list	is	available,	you	scroll	through	the	list	bydragging	the	screen	vertically.Audio	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	121Page	124Locking	channelsYou	can	lock	selected
SIRIUS	channels	from	being	broadcast	unlessan	unlock	code	is	entered.When	the	function	is	activated,	a	4	digit	code	must	be	enteredbefore	the	locking	is	activated.The	same	code	must	be	entered	before	a	locked	channel	can	bereleased.MixerYou	can	make	adjustments	to	audio	settings	by	tapping	Mixer	onthe	audio	options	menu.122	|Audio	|
Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	12524MaintenancePreventive	maintenanceThe	unit	does	not	contain	any	field	serviceable	components,	therefore	the	operator	is	required	to	perform	only	a	very	limited	amountof	preventative	maintenance.It	is	recommended	that	you	always	fit	the	supplied	protective	suncover	when	the	unit	is	not	in	use.Simple
maintenance	proceduresCleaning	the	display	unitWhere	marks	on	the	screen	can’t	be	removed	by	a	microfiber	cloth,use	a	50/50	mixture	of	warm	water	and	isopropyl	alcohol	to	cleanthe	screen.	If	the	unit	is	turned	off,	all	recentsonar	history	is	lost.Vessel	iconHistory	trailStructureSaved	modeDisplays	StructureMap	(.smf	)	files	that	have	been	created
from	structure	sonar	log	(.sl2)	files.	Thewireless	functionality,	however,	is	provided	for	other	vendor’s	tabletsor	smartphones.	If	you	position	the	cursor	to	the	left	side	of	thescreen,	the	history	bar	will	start	scrolling	toward	the	left,	and	theautomatic	scrolling	as	new	soundings	are	received	will	be	turnedoff.You	can	pan	the	image	history	by	dragging
left/right	on	the	screen.PreviewYou	can	have	all	available	sonar	history	shown	at	the	top	of	thesonar	screen.	Due	to	the	large	size	of	StructureMapStructureMap	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	63Page	66(.smf	)	files,	we	recommend	using	an	SD	card	when	recordingStructureMaps.To	have	structure	sonar	log	(.sl2)files	automatically	convertedto
StructureMap	file	format(.smf	),	tap	Convert	to	mapwhen	complete	on	the	SonarLog	menu.	Auto	sensitivity	can	be	changed+/-	to	adjust	for	userpreference	while	still	maintaining	the	auto	sensitivity	functionality.ColorlineAllows	the	user	to	adjust	the	colors	of	the	display	to	help	differentiate	softer	targets	from	harder	ones.	Tap	the	waypoint	name3.
For	more	information,	refer	to	“OverlayDownscan™”	on	page	51	.58	|StructureScan	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	61Measuring	distanceThe	cursor	can	be	used	to	measure	the	distance	between	twopoints	on	the	StructureScan	image.	Turn	the	unit	off2.	Please	check	web	site	for	details	on	release	version.Touchscreen	calibrationIf	your	screen	is
unresponsive	to	the	touch,	or	the	onscreenresponse	does	not	align	with	your	touch,	you	need	to	calibrate	thetouchscreen.	Copyright©	2013Fishing	Hot	Spots.Navionics®	is	a	registered	trademark	ofNavionics,	Inc.NMEA	2000®	is	a	registered	trademark	of	theNational	Marine	Electronics	Association.Additional	mapping	data:	Copyright©	2013NSI,
Inc.:	Copyright©	2013	by	Richardson’sMaptech.Warning:	It	is	your	sole	responsibilityto	install	and	use	the	instrument	andtransducer(s)	in	a	manner	that	will	notcause	accidents,	personal	injury	or	propertydamage.	The	alarm	will	not	show	again	unlessyou	turn	it	back	on	in	the	Alarms	dialog.There	is	no	time-out	on	the	alarm	message	or	siren.	6.	The
Databases	Limited	Warranty	appliesto	the	one	or	more	databases	that	your	product	may	contain.	However,	we	are	under	no	obligation	to	provide	updates	to	the	Databases,and	the	data	contained	in	the	Databases	may	be	incomplete	when	comparedto	the	source	material.	Chart	options	depend	onwhich	cartography	is	in	use	on	the	unit.The	Chart	page*
Optional	chart	itemsExtension	line	*Opens	page	menuVesselWaypoint	*CursorGrid	lines	*Range	rings	*Trail*Zoom	keysChart	range	scale¼¼	Note:	You	turn	the	optional	images	on/off	individually.	The	chart	orientation	symbol	in	the	upper	right	corner	of	thepage	indicates	the	north	direction.Look	aheadThis	option	centers	the	chart	slightly	forward	of
your	vessel	so	youcan	maximize	your	view	ahead.3DThe	Navionics	chart	database	provides	you	with	detailed	coastalcartography,	with	2D	and	3D	view	options.•	2D	presents	chart	information	in	a	basic	mapping	mode	withNavionics	details•	3D	provides	a	three	dimensional	graphical	view	of	land	and	seacontoursSynchronize	2D/3D	chartLinks	the
position	shown	on	one	chart	with	the	position	shown	onthe	other	chart	when	a	2D	and	a	3D	chart	are	shown	side	by	side.You	can	turn	on/off	Synchronize	2D/3D	from	the	chart	settingsmenu	when	Navionics	is	the	selected	chart	data.28	|Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	31Community	layerTurns	on/off	viewing	of	user	generated	data
downloaded	from	theNavionics	website.ViewShadingShading	adds	terrain	information	to	the	chart.Traditional	2D	chartChart	with	shadingDynamic	IconsChanges	traditional	stations	to	animated	icons	showing	currentdirection,	strength	and	tide	levelsEasy	viewIncreases	the	size	of	cartography	on	the	screen,	as	though	user	wasusing	a	magnifying
glassPhoto	overlayPhoto	overlay	enables	you	to	view	satellite	photo	images	of	an	areaas	an	overlay	on	the	chart.	We	reserve	the	right	toterminate	this	license	if	you	violate	any	aspect	of	this	License	Agreement.	Access	the	Alarms	utility	to	set	up	weatheralarms.Weather	reportsMarine	zonesSIRIUS™	service	includes	access	to	weather	reports	for	all
U.S.	MarineZones,	with	the	exception	of	the	high	seas	zones..You	can	setup	the	system	to	read	the	forecast	for	a	selected	area.Tap	the	selected	zone,	and	tap	Accept	to	confirm	your	selection.Tropical	statementsYou	can	read	tropical	statements	including	information	about	tropical	weather	conditions.	Upon	termination,	you	will	promptly	return	all
products	containing	one	or	more	Databases	to	us.5.	Prices	and	programs	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.6.	This	License	Agreement	shall	be	governed	by	the	laws	of	the	State	of	Oklahoma	and	comprises	the	complete	and	exclusive	understanding	between	you	and	us	concerning	the	above	subject	matter.Page	8	Zoom	out	Zoom	in	Previous	page
1/137	Next	page	Page	9	Zoom	out	Zoom	in	Previous	page	1/137	Next	page	*988-10312-002*	Some	states	do	not	allow	the	exclusion	or	limitation	of	incidental	or	consequential	damages,	so	the	above	limitations	or	exclusions	may	not	apply	to	you.	The	following	color	codes	are
used:ColorImportanceRedCriticalOrangeImportantYellowStandardBlueWarningGreenLight	warningSingle	alarmsA	single	alarm	is	displayed	with	thename	of	the	alarm	as	the	title,	and	withdetails	for	the	alarm.Multiple	alarmsIf	more	than	one	alarm	is	activatedsimultaneously,	the	alarm	messagewill	display	a	list	of	up	to	3	alarms.The	alarms	are	listed
in	the	order	theyoccur	with	the	alarm	activated	first	atthe	top.	The	system	willcontinue	to	run	in	the	background.	5.	On	the	page	you	can	plan	and	navigate	routes,place	waypoints,	overlay	a	radar	image,	a	StructureMap	image	andweather	information,	and	display	AIS	targets.¼¼	Note:	This	unit	has	different	embedded	cartography	depending	onthe
region.The	first	part	of	this	section	describes	how	to	use	the	charts,	and	iscommon	to	both	Insight	and	Navionics.	This	isuseful	when	more	than	one	Point	1antenna	is	installed	on	the	samenetwork	and	you	only	want	to	receivedata	from	one	of	the	heading	sensors.¼¼	NOTE:	When	the	Point-1	detects	another	heading	source	in	thenetwork,	it	will
automatically	disable	its	own	heading	output	inpreference	of	the	other	source.108	|Point	1	antenna	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	111GNSS	ConfigurationThe	GPS	and	GLONASS	options	may	be	enabled	simultaneously,or	individually.	Set	Radar	range	to	between	1/2	nm	to	1	nm	and	Sidelobe	Suppression	toAuto.2.	Take	the	vessel	to	a	location
where	sidelobe	returns	are	likely	to	be	seen.Typically	this	would	be	near	a	large	boat,	container	port,	or	metal	bridge3.	Two	or	more	waypoints	can	also	be	combined	to	create	a	route.32	|Waypoints,	Routes	&	Trails	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	35Positioning	waypointsPlacing	a	waypoint	at	vessel	positionWith	the	cursor	inactive,	you	can	position
a	waypoint	at	the	vesselposition	from	any	page	by	pressing	the	dedicated	Waypoint	keytwice.Using	the	cursor	to	position	waypointsOn	chart,	sonar	and	structure	pages	you	can	place	a	waypoint	atthe	cursor	position	by	tapping	the	screen	and	then	tapping	Newwaypoint	on	the	menu.	YOUR	PURCHASEPRICE	AND	ANY	APPLICABLE	TAXES	WILL	BE
REFUNDED.	The	graphicexample	shows	cursor	position	window	with	Loranposition	information.For	more	information	refer	to	your	Loran	system	documentation.Navigating	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	39Page	42Steer	pageThe	Steer	page	can	be	used	to	display	information	when	you	arenavigating.Data	fieldsCourse	lineOff	course	limitVessel
symbolData	fieldsThe	Steer	page	displays	the	following	information:DTD	Distance	to	destinationXTE	Cross	track	errorSOG	Speed	over	groundTTD	Time	to	destinationCOG	Course	over	groundPOS	PositionThe	course	lineWhen	traveling	on	a	route	the	course	line	shows	the	intendedcourse	from	one	waypoint	towards	the	next.	The	target	trails	will	start
toappear	again	unless	you	switch	them	off	as	described	above.PaletteDifferent	colors	(palettes)	can	be	used	to	represent	detail	on	yourradar	panel.	You	can	also	exportsystem	settings	and	waypoints,	routes	and	trails	to	a	SD	card.	The	bestsetting	will	depend	on	the	type	of	vessel	and	user	preference.Compass	OffsetOffset	may	be	applied	to	correct	for
small	errors	seen	in	theorientation	relative	to	the	bow	of	the	vessel.	With	the	cursor	active,	the	waypoint	willbe	saved	at	the	cursor	position.	Chart	Sharingallows	a	user	to	insert	a	compatible	chart	card	from	Lowrance,Navionics,	Jeppesen	or	other	provider	into	a	display	on	the	Ethernetnetwork	and	view	the	chart	information	on	any	other
compatibledisplay	on	the	network.Chart	overlayRadar,	StructureMap	and	weather	information	can	be	displayed	asoverlay	on	the	chart	page.¼¼	Note:	Weather	overlay	currently	is	only	available	in	the	United	States.When	radar,	weather	or	StructureMap	overlay	is	selected,	the	chartcontext	menu	will	be	expanded	to	include	basic	functions	for
theselected	overlay.Radar,	StructureMap	and	SIRIUS	weather	functions	are	described	inseparate	sections	in	this	manual.26	|Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	29Chart	Settings3D	boat	selectionYou	can	select	different	boat	icons	that	will	be	used	as	the	currentposition	symbol	when	the	chart	is	in	3D	mode.Range	RingsYou	can	turn	on/off	range
rings	from	the	chart	settings	menu.The	range	rings	can	be	used	to	show	the	distance	from	your	vesselto	other	chart	objects.	This	is	helpful	when	usingmarine	mapping	cards.Minimum	transparency62	|StructureMap	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchMaximum	transparencyPage	65PaletteSeveral	display	palettes	with	varying	degrees	of	color	and
brightness	are	available.ContrastAdjusts	the	brightness	ratio	between	light	and	dark	areas	of	thescreen,	making	it	easier	to	distinguish	objects	from	the	background.Water	columnTurns	on/off	the	viewing	of	the	StructureScan	water	column	onStructureMap	(only	applicable	in	Live	mode).FrequencyStructureScan	supports	two	frequencies.	Tap	Guard
Zone	on	the	radar	menu2.	A	trail	can	be	converted	to	a	route	in	the	Trail	screen,	as	described	later	in	this	section.From	the	factory,	the	system	is	set	to	automatically	draw	a	trail.	Water	speed	calibration	should	be	performed	in	calm	conditions,	with	minimal	windand	current	movement.Water	speed	averagingAverages	water	speed	by	measuring	your
speed	at	a	selected	interval	of	time.	For	moreinformation	refer	to	“Sonar	settings”	on	page	50	.StructureScan	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	59Page	629StructureMap™StructureMap™	is	a	tool	that	allows	you	to	overlay	SideScan	sonarreturns	on	top	of	the	chart,	giving	you	a	birds-eye	view	of	underwater	structure	below	and	beside	your	boat.	Heading
information	is	received	from	a	compass.	Otherwise,	GPS	data	including	speed	and	coursecomes	from	the	selected	echosounder	or	radar	files.Set	start	positionMoves	the	simulated	vessel	position	to	the	cursor	position.80	|Simulator	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	8316Using	the	radar	(optional)The	radar	page	can	be	set	up	as	a	full	screen	view	or
combined	withother	pages.The	radar	image	can	also	be	displayed	as	an	overlay	to	existing	2Dchart	views	and	3D	for	Navionics.	When	the	radar	overlay	is	selected,	basic	radaroperational	functions	are	available	from	the	Chart	page	menu.¼¼	Note:	You	must	have	a	heading	sensor	connected	to	your	system	touse	Radar	overlay.92	|Radar	|	Lowrance
HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	95Radar	installation	menuSetup	and	configuration	of	the	Broadband	radar	has	been	simplifiedcompared	to	traditional	pulse	radars.	However,	we	are	under	no	obligation	to	provide	updates	to	the	Databases,	and	the	data	contained	in	the	Databases	may	be	incomplete	when	compared	to	the	source	material.	Tap	the	gauge	you
want	to	change.	On	slowervessels,	and	large	networks	with	a	lot	of	network	traffic,	it	may	bepreferable	to	reduce	the	network	load.Point	1	antenna	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	107Page	110COG/SOG	FilterAverages	COG/SOG	data	to	smooth	out	displayed	values.	This	options	allows	you	to	focus	on	echoesat	the	upper	part	of	the	water
column.FrequencyStructureScan	supports	two	frequencies.	You	are	responsible	for	using	official	government	charts	and	prudent	navigation	for	safe	travel.3.	The	Databases	housed	in	your	product	are	protected	by	the	copyright	notices	appearing	on	the	product	or	its	screen(s).	We	warrant	to	you	that	we	have	accurately	compiled,	processed,	and
reproduced	the	portions	of	the	source	material	on	which	the	Databases	are	based.	When	an	alarm	situationoccurs,	an	alarm	message	will	pop	up	on	the	screen.If	you	have	enabled	the	siren,	the	alarm	message	will	be	followed	byan	audible	alarm.The	alarm	is	recorded	in	the	alarm	history	so	you	can	see	the	detailsand	take	the	appropriate	corrective
action.The	alarms	dialogThe	alarms	can	be	setup	in	the	Alarms	dialog.	The	left/rightdistance	from	the	vessel	to	the	cursor	are	shown	at	the	cursorposition,	and	the	information	window	and	the	history	bar	will	beactivated.Press	and	hold	the	screen	to	activate	cursor	assist	mode.To	remove	the	cursor	and	cursor	elements	from	the	panel,	pressClear
cursor	on	the	StructureScan	menu.StructureScan	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	55Page	58Goto	cursorYou	can	navigate	to	the	cursor	by	tapping	Goto	cursor	on	themenu.Saving	a	waypointYou	can	save	a	waypoint	at	the	cursor	position	by	tapping	thescreen	and	then	tapping	New	waypoint	on	the	StructureScan	menu.Tap	Save	on	the	waypoint	dialog
to	create	the	waypoint.With	the	cursor	inactive,	press	the	dedicated	waypoint	key	tosave	a	waypoint	at	the	vessel	position.ZoomingUse	the	dedicated	Zoom	keys	to	zoom	in	and	out	on	part	of	thewater	column.	Tapping	these	keys	works	asoperating	the	similar	hard	keys	on	the	HDS	screen.Lets	you	select	which	unit	to	control	if	more	than	oneis
connected	to	the	active	WIFI-1	unitReturns	to	the	GoFree	Controller	page.106	|Page	10920Point	1	antennaPoint	1	configurationEnabling	WAAS/MSAS/EGNOSSelect	WAAS/MSAS/EGNOS	to	use	the	satellite	based	augmentationsystem	(SBAS),	which	can	increase	accuracy	of	a	GPS	fix	to	withinapproximately	1m.	If	an	alarm	supportsthresholds,	the	Set
Limit	button	will	be	active	when	the	alarm	isselected.Alarms	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	69Page	72Type	of	messagesThe	messages	are	classified	according	to	how	the	reported	situationwill	affect	your	vessel.	Adjusting	this	can	help	separatefish	and	important	structures	on	or	near	the	bottom	from	the	actualbottom.Adjusting	Sensitivity	and
ColorlineSensitivity	and	Colorline	are	adjusted	by	dragging	the	slide	barvertically.¼¼	Note:	Minor	adjustments	can	be	made	by	tapping	above	or	belowthe	slider	bar.The	slide	bar	is	accessed	by	tapping	Sensitivity	or	Colorline	onthe	Sonar	menu.ViewSplitTap	View	on	the	Sonar	menu	and	then	tap	Split	to	view	split	screenoptions.ZoomThe	Zoom	mode
shows	a	magnified	view	of	the	sonar	image	on	theleft	side	of	the	page.Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	47Page	50Zoom	barsBy	default	the	zoom	level	is	set	to	2x.	You	rotate	and	tilt	the	camera	bytapping	and	dragging	your	finger	on	the	screen.Pan	modeYou	switch	from	Rotate	mode	to	Pan	mode	by	tapping	Camera	onthe	menu	or	by	tapping	the
rotate	icon	at	the	top	of	the	screen.The	Rotate	mode	allows	you	to	view	the	entire	3D	chart,	regardlessof	vessel	position.You	can	rotate	and	move	the	camera	(pan)	away	from	your	vessel.You	switch	between	panning	and	rotating	camera	motion	bytapping	the	icons	on	the	right	side	of	the	chart	panel.When	pan	is	selected,	you	move	the	camera	away
from	the	vesseland	around	in	the	chart	by	tapping	and	dragging	on	the	screen.When	you	remove	your	finger	from	the	chart	the	view	will	remain	inthe	selected	position.ImageryLowrance	mapping	can	be	displayed	in	two	different	imagery	styles,either	as	2D	basic	mapping	style,	or	with	shaded	relief	presentingchart	including	terrain	imaging.2D
mappingShaded	reliefChart	detailLowThis	is	the	basic	level	of	information	that	includes	information	that	isrequired	in	all	geographic	areas.	Tap	Set	offset	andtap	the	desired	location	on	the	screen.Data	boxTurns	on/off	onscreen	EBL/VRM	information	box.Setting	a	guard	zone	around	your	vesselA	guard	zone	is	an	area	(either	circular	or	a	sector)	that
you	candefine	on	the	radar	image.	The	distance	between	thetwo	points	will	be	shown	in	the	info	box.You	can	turn	off	the	measuring	function	by	tapping	Finishmeasuring	on	the	menu.¼¼	Note:	You	can	use	the	measure	function	in	conjunction	with	cursorassist	mode	to	accurately	position	the	map	pins.FindYou	can	search	for	items	on	the	chart	by
using	the	Find	feature.Tap	the	desired	location	on	the	screen	to	search	from	the	cursorposition.	You	can	also	use	thededicated	+/-	keys	to	zoom.20	|Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	23Chart	menuWhen	the	cursor	is	active,	some	features	on	the	chartmenu	will	be	replaced	with	cursor	mode	features.Tap	Clear	cursor	to	return	to	the	normal
chart	menu.Saving	waypointsWhen	the	cursor	is	not	active,	you	can	save	a	waypointat	the	vessel	position	by	tapping	New	waypoint	on	thechart	menu.Using	the	touchscreen	to	save	a	waypoint	at	the	cursor:No	cursor1.	We	refer	to	these	singly	as	a	"Database"	and	together	as	the"Databases."	Your	product	may	thus	include	the	"WBS	Database"	which
containsworldwide	background	surface	mapping	data,	the	"Insight	Database"	whichcontains	inland	mapping	data,	or	other	Databases.2.	The	Databases	that	your	product	may	contain	are	licensed,	not	sold.	Use	thisformat	to	transfer	data	to	a	competitor’s	unit.124	|Maintenance	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	1271.	By	default,	the	downscan	history
preview	appearswhen	the	cursor	is	active.Log	sonarYou	can	record	sonar	data	and	save	the	file	on	to	a	SD	card	insertedinto	the	unit’s	card	reader.	Two	different	EBL/VRMs	can	beplaced	on	the	radar	image.The	EBL/VRM	is	by	default	positioned	from	the	center	of	the	vessel.It	is	however	possible	to	offset	the	reference	point	to	any	selectedposition	on
the	radar	image.You	can	position	EBL/VRM	by	using	the	cursor,	and	edit	the	markerposition	as	described	below.When	positioned,	you	can	quickly	turn	the	EBL/VRM	on/off	bytapping	the	desired	EBL/VRM	on	the	menu.Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	85Page	881.	Any	inaccuracy	will	beevident	when	using	MARPA	or	chart	overlay.Point	the	boat	to
be	perpendicular	to	the	very	end	of	a	breakwateror	peninsula.	Select	Acquire	target	from	the	menu3.	Tablets	can	be	used	for	viewing	and	controlling	theHDS	unit	when	relevant	apps	are	available.	This	warranty	doesNOT	apply	in	the	following	circumstances:	(1)	when	the	product	has	beenserviced	or	repaired	by	anyone	other	than	us;	(2)	when	the
product	has	beenconnected,	installed,	combined,	altered,	adjusted,	or	handled	in	a	manner	otherthan	according	to	the	instructions	furnished	with	the	product;	(3)	when	anyserial	number	has	been	effaced,	altered,	or	removed;	or	(4)	when	any	defect,problem,	loss,	or	damage	has	resulted	from	any	accident,	misuse,	negligence,or	carelessness,	or	from
any	failure	to	provide	reasonable	and	necessarymaintenance	in	accordance	with	the	instructions	of	the	owner’s	manual	for	theproduct.We	reserve	the	right	to	make	changes	or	improvements	in	our	products	fromtime	to	time	without	incurring	the	obligation	to	install	such	improvements	orchanges	on	equipment	or	items	previously	manufactured.This
warranty	gives	you	specific	legal	rights	and	you	may	also	have	other	rightswhich	may	vary	from	state	to	state.Your	remedies	under	this	warranty	will	be	available	so	long	as	you	can	show	ina	reasonable	manner	that	the	defect	occurred	within	one	(1)	year	from	the	dateof	your	original	purchase,	and	we	must	receive	your	warranty	claim	no	later	than30
days	after	such	1-year	period	expires.	Too	much	detail	will	clutterthe	screen.	The	Preview	bar	is	a	snapshot	of	availablesonar	history.	Tap	the	screen	toactivate	the	cursor	on	the	chart,	sonar,	structure	and	radar	pages.The	cursor	information	window	will	show	position	coordinates	atthe	cursor	position	and	range	and	bearing	to	the	vessel.On	the	Sonar
page,	the	cursor	information	window	will	include	thecorresponding	surface	temperature	and	the	depth	at	the	cursorposition.To	remove	the	cursor	and	cursor	window	from	the	page,	tap	theClear	cursor	button.On	the	Chart	page,	tap	Restore	cursor	to	display	the	cursor	inits	previous	location.	Access	Sonar	settings	to	select	afishing	mode.¼¼	Note:
Selecting	the	proper	fishing	mode	is	critical	to	optimal	sonarperformance.	This	can	help	youto	easily	interpret	the	radar	image	by	correlating	the	radar	targetswith	charted	objects.	Each	has	a	correspondinggroup	of	preconfigured	quick	split	combo	pages.¼¼	Note:	Video	is	available	only	on	9”	and	12”	units.	Thresholds	are	not	used	on	all	alarms.	The
defaultsetting	will	work	well	with	most	configurations.EthernetDisplays	the	unit’s	IP	address	on	the	Ethernet	network.Networking	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	103Page	10619GoFree	wirelessWith	a	WIFI-1	unit	connected	to	an	HDS	unit	you	can	use	a	wirelessdevice	to	view	or	remotely	control	the	HDS	display.	Tap	Save	on	the	waypoint	dialog	to
createthe	waypoint.¼¼	Note:	With	the	cursor	active,	you	can	press	the	physical	Waypointkey	twice	to	save	a	waypoint	at	the	cursor	position.Edit	waypointsA	selected	waypoint	can	be	moved,	edited	or	deleted	from	thechart	page	menu	or	from	the	waypoint	dialog.Using	the	edit	waypoint	dialogThis	dialog	is	activated	by	tapping	the	waypoint	and	then
tappingthe	waypoint	name	display	on	the	screen.The	dialog	can	also	be	activated	from	the	Waypoint	list.Waypoints,	Routes	&	Trails	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	33Page	36Moving	a	waypoint	by	tapping	the	screen1.	Refer	to	“Sharing	Chart	data”	on	page	26.OrientationSeveral	options	are	available	for	how	the	chart	is	rotated	on	thepage.	Tap	Select
infoTap	a	data	categoryTap	a	data	typeTap	Save	on	the	menuInstruments	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	67Page	7011Using	Video	(9”	and	12”	units	only)The	video	function	allows	you	to	view	videos	or	camera	sources	onyour	unit’s	screen.For	information	about	how	to	connect	the	camera,	see	the	separateInstallation	manual.Tap	the	Video	icon	on	the
homescreen	to	access	the	Video	page.¼¼	Note:	The	video	images	will	not	be	shared	via	the	network.	Tap	Save	on	the	menuWaypoints,	Routes	&	Trails	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	35Page	38TrailsA	trail	is	a	graphical	presentation	of	the	historical	path	of	the	vessel,allowing	you	to	retrace	where	you	have	traveled.	For	more	information	refer	to
www.siriusweather.com.Before	you	can	start	using	your	equipment,	it	must	be	installed	according	to	the	Installation	manual	included	with	the	unit.Enabling	audioTap	Audio	bar	on	the	hidden	system	menu	to	enable	audio.The	audio	media	barWhen	audio	is	enabled,	the	media	bar	will	appear	at	the	bottom	ofthe	screen	on	all	pages.	This	energy	is
referred	to	as	sidelobe	energy	andoccurs	in	all	radar	systems.The	returns	caused	by	sidelobes	tend	to	appear	as	arcs:When	the	radar	is	mounted	where	there	are	metallic	objects	nearthe	radar,	sidelobe	energy	increases	because	the	beam	focus	is	degraded.	In	the	event	of	any	conflict	betweenany	Translation	of	the	Documentation,	the	English
languageversion	of	the	Documentation	will	be	the	official	version	of	theDocumentation.This	manual	represents	the	product	as	at	the	time	of	printing.Navico	Holding	AS	and	its	subsidiaries,	branches	and	affiliatesreserve	the	right	to	make	changes	to	specifications	without	notice.CopyrightCopyright	©	2013	Navico	Holding	AS.WarrantyThe	warranty
card	is	supplied	as	a	separate	document.In	case	of	any	queries,	refer	to	the	brand	web	site	of	your	display	orsystem:	www.lowrance.comDeclarations	and	conformanceThis	equipment	is	intended	for	use	in	international	waters	as	well	asinland	waters	and	coastal	sea	areas	administered	by	countries	of	theUSA,	E.U.	and	E.E.A.	For	more	information
refer	to	the	separate	HDSGen	2	Touch	Installation	manual.|1Page	4About	this	manualThis	manual	is	a	reference	guide	for	operating	the	Lowrance	HDSGen	2	Touch	system.	You	areresponsible	for	using	official	government	charts	and	prudent	navigation	for	safetravel.3.	The	Databases	housed	in	your	product	are	protected	by	the	copyright
noticesappearing	on	the	product	or	its	screen(s).	Tap	on	the	target	on	the	radar	panel2.	Range,	depth,	bearing	and	widthvalues	are	adjusted	as	you	tap	and	drag	on	the	screen.Alarm	whenAn	alarm	will	be	activated	when	a	radar	target	breaches	the	guardzone	limits.	A	high	ping	speed	will	make	the	image	move	fast	on	thescreen,	while	a	low	ping
speed	will	present	a	longer	history	on	thescreen.Manual	modeAdvanced	user	mode	that	restricts	digital	depth	capability,	so	theunit	will	only	send	sonar	signals	to	the	selected	depth	range.	The	selection	tool	will	appear	above	your	finger.Drag	the	selection	tool	over	the	desired	item.Positioning	a	Man	Overboard	waypointIf	an	emergency	man
overboard	situation	should	occur,	you	canposition	a	Man	Overboard	waypoint	at	the	vessel’s	current	positionby	pressing	both	zoom	keys	simultaneously.When	you	activate	the	MOB	function	the	following	actions	areautomatically	performed:•	a	MOB	waypoint	is	positioned	at	the	vessel’s	position•	the	display	switches	to	a	zoomed	chart	page,	centered
on	the	vesselposition•	the	unit	displays	navigation	information	back	to	the	MOB	waypointBasic	Operation	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	13Page	16+Cancel	navigationThe	unit	will	continue	navigating	toward	the	MOB	waypoint	untilthe	waypoint	is	reached	or	until	you	cancel	navigation.Delete	a	MOB	waypoint1.	It	is	not	intended	to	be	sufficient
forsafe	navigation.24	|Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	27MediumThis	is	the	minimum	information	sufficient	for	navigationFullThis	is	all	available	information	for	the	chart	in	useCategoriesInsight	charts	includes	several	categories	and	sub-categories	thatyou	can	turn	on/off	individually	depending	on	which	informationyou	want	to	see	on	your
display.Displaying	information	about	chart	and	chart	objectsWhen	you	tap	a	chart	item,	a	waypoint,	a	route	or	a	target,	basicinformation	about	the	item	will	appear	on	the	screen	and	an	Infobutton	will	appear	on	the	page	menu.Tap	the	onscreen	basic	information	display	or	tap	the	Info	button	toview	all	available	information	for	the	item.¼¼	Note:
Popup	information	has	to	be	enabled	to	see	basic	iteminformation.Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	25Page	28Selecting	chart	dataThis	unit	can	use	built-in	Lowrance	map	data	as	well	as	Navionics,Fishing	Hotspots,	Jeppesen	and	other	third-party	mapping	cards.Tap	Change	to	Navionics	or	Change	to	Lowrance	to	switch	chartdata	the	unit	is
using.¼¼	Note:	The	system	will	not	automatically	switch	to	embeddedcartography	if	the	SD	card	is	removed.	Each	waypoint	has	an	exact	positionwith	latitude	and	longitude	coordinates.	Thesedialogs	will	include	a	scroll	indicator,	and	you	scroll	by	dragging	thelist.	Dark	red	indicate	the	highest	waves,	while	blue	are	used	for	the	lowest.You	can	define
which	height	range	that	shall	be	color	coded	asdescribed	later	in	this	section.DirectionWind	symbolsLength	and	rotation	of	the	barbs	indicate	wind	direction	and	speed.Adjusting	the	color	shadingYou	can	define	the	sea	surface	temperature	range	and	wave	heightcolor	coding.The	temperature	above	warm	and	below	cool	values	will	be	displayed	as
progressively	darker	red	and	darker	blue.Waves	higher	than	the	maximum	value	will	be	indicated	with	progressively	darker	red.	Range	offset	isalso	referred	to	as	zero	range	and	trigger	delay.Adjust	antenna	heightSet	the	radar	scanner	height.	You	can	configure	and	calibrate	(where	applicable)	devicesshown	on	the	device	list.Calibrating
devicesDevices	that	can	be	calibrated	from	the	device	list	will	have	aCalibrate	button	on	the	Device	information	dialog.Tap	Calibrate	and	follow	the	onscreen	instructions	to	calibrate	thedevice.¼¼	Note:	for	more	information	on	device	calibration,	refer	to	thedocumentation	that	came	with	your	device.DiagnosticsUsed	to	view	NMEA	2000	network
information	and	the	status	ofinformation	shared	between	units.	Refer	to	“Touchscreen	Calibration”	on	page	123.2|Page	5Contents7	Introduction7	8	HDS	Gen2	Touchscreen	and	keysThe	HDS	Gen2	Touch	home	screen9	Basic	operation9	The	power	key9	First	time	startup9	Using	the	touchscreen10	Menus12	Dialog	boxes13	Positioning	a	Man	Overboard
waypoint14	Screen	capture15	Pages15	15	16	16	18	Page	overviewSelecting	pages,	quick	splitsSelecting	Active	panelCustomizing	pagesData	Overlay19	Chart19	The	Chart	page19	Vessel	symbol20	Chart	scale20	Panning	the	chart20	Zooming22	Chart	options26	Chart	overlay27	Chart	Settings28	Navionics	chart	options31	Navionics	settings32
Waypoints,	routes	&	trails32	The	waypoints,	route	and	trails	screens34	Routes36	TrailsContents	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|3Page	637	Navigating37	37	38	40	Goto	cursorNavigating	on	the	chartNavigation	settings	panelSteer	page41	Sonar42	Zooming43	Viewing	sonar	history45	Log	sonar	data47	View49	Measuring	distance50	Sonar	settings52
Installation	settings54	StructureScan	HD™54	SideScan55	DownScan56	Zooming56	Viewing	StructureScan	history58	Log	sonar59	Stop	sonar59	Network	StructureScan59	Structure	settings60	StructureMap™60	60	62	63	64	65	4|Turning	on	StructureMap	overlaySelecting	Structure	SourceStructure	optionsLogging	Structure	dataUsing
StructureMaps	with	mapping	cardsScanning	Fishing	areas66	The	Instruments	panels66	66	The	dashboardsCustomizing	the	Instrument	panel68	Using	Video	(9”	and	12”	units	only)68	68	The	video	pageSetting	up	the	video	pageContents	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	769	The	Alarm	system69	71	The	alarms	dialogAcknowledging	an	alarm72
Utilities72	Vessels73	Sun/moon73	Trip	Calculator73	Find73	Alarms73	Waypoints/routes/trails74	Tides74	Satellites74	Files76	Settings77	System	Settings77	Changing	system	settings78	Units79	Using	the	simulator79	79	79	Simulator	modeDemo	modeSelecting	simulator	source	files81	Using	the	radar	(optional)81	Radar	operation	modes82	Adjusting
range83	Measuring	range	and	bearing	to	a	target85	EBL/VRM86	Setting	a	guard	zone	around	your	vessel88	Radar	orientation89	MARPA92	Radar	overlay95	Using	AIS95	96	97	97	Target	symbolsViewing	information	about	AIS	targetsVessel	alarmsThe	vessel	settings	panelContents	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|5Page	899	Networking99	Auto
configuration99	Data	sources101	Damping102	Device	list102	Diagnostics103	NMEA	2000103	NMEA	0183104	GoFree	wireless104	Setting	HDS	device	name104	Setting	up	the	WIFI-1106	Operating	the	HDS	with	a	wireless	device107	Point	1	antenna107	Point	1	configuration108	Disabling	the	heading	sensor110	Fuel110	111	111	Vessel	setupFuel
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91IntroductionHDS	Gen2	Touchscreen	and	keys4125361	Touchscreen2	SD	Card	readerUsed	for	optional	InsightHD,	Navionics,	other	compatible	third-partycartography,	software	updates,	transfer	of	user	data	and	systembackup.3	Waypoint	keyA	short	press	opens	the	waypoint	menu.	We	reserve	the	rightto	do	so	without	notice.	Please	contact
yourLowrance	dealer	if	you	require	any	further	assistance.It	is	the	owner’s	sole	responsibility	to	install	and	use	the	instrumentand	transducers	in	a	manner	that	will	not	cause	accidents,	personalinjury	or	property	damage.	Never	use	thisinstrument	to	gauge	depth	or	other	conditionsfor	swimming	or	diving.Global	Positioning	System:	The
GlobalPositioning	System	(GPS)	is	operated	by	the	USGovernment	which	is	solely	responsible	for	itsoperation,	accuracy	and	maintenance.	To	switch	from	Standby	mode	tonormal	operation,	press	the	power	key.First	time	startupThe	device	configuration	dialog	appears	when	you	start	up	theunit	for	the	first	time.	It	is	easier	to	use	the	measure
functionwhen	the	sonar	is	paused.¼¼	Note:	The	Measure	option	will	only	be	visible	on	the	Sonar	menuwhen	the	cursor	is	active.Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	49Page	52Stop	sonarAllows	you	to	closely	examine	sonar	echoes,	precisely	position	awaypoint	or	stop	interference	between	transducers	on	your	boat.When	sonar	is	stopped,	no	sonar
history	will	be	recorded.This	function	is	also	useful	when	using	the	cursor	to	measure	adistance	between	two	elements	on	the	screen.Pausing	sonarYou	can	pause	sonar	by	tapping	the	screen.	Thefollowing	modes	are	available:OffThe	power	to	the	radar	scanner	is	turned	offStandbyThe	power	to	the	radar	scanner	is	on,	but	the	radar	is
nottransmitting.TransmitThe	scanner	is	on	and	transmitting.	A	dialog	is	closed	by	tapping	the	Close	button.Numeric	and	alphanumeric	keyboards	will	automatically	bedisplayed	when	required	for	entering	user	information	in	dialogs.A	virtual	keyboard	is	operated	by	tapping	the	virtual	keys.12	|Basic	Operation	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage
15Using	the	cursorThe	cursor	is	by	default	not	shown	on	any	page.	A	waypoint	positioned	ona	sonar	image,	will	in	addition	to	position	information	have	a	depthvalue.A	waypoint	is	used	to	mark	a	position	you	later	may	want	to	returnto.	When	conducting	aside-by-side	scan	of	an	area,	you	will	get	a	cleaner	scan	if	you	do	notoverlap	history	trails	and
you	turn	off	auto	ranging	on	the	SideScan.¼¼	NOTE:	Optimal	speed	for	viewing	or	logging	StructureMap	datais	between	2-8	mph	(3-12	kmh).	The	siren	will	stop	and	the	alarm	dialog	will	be	removed.The	alarm	will	however	remain	active	in	the	alarm	listing	until	the	reasonfor	the	alarm	has	been	removed.DisableDisables	the	current	alarm	setting.
The	GPSis	subject	to	changes	which	could	affect	theaccuracy	and	performance	of	all	GPS	equipmentanywhere	in	the	world,	including	this	instrument.Electronic	Chart:	The	electronic	chart	used	bythis	instrument	is	an	aid	to	navigation	designedto	supplement,	not	replace,	official	governmentcharts.	As	a	result,higher	damping	levels	cause	a	delayed
response	to	changes	in	thedata.Device	listTap	device	list	to	view	all	devices	connected	to	a	NMEA	2000network.	When	thealarm	is	turned	on	you	will	get	an	alarm	if	your	vessel	is	inside	ormoves	into	a	watchbox.	The	sonar	recording	is	stopped	by	re-selecting	the	Recordfunction.Recording	symbolLogging	messageViewing	recorded	sonar	dataStored
sonar	logs	may	be	reviewed	when	selected.	Tap	Create	route--	When	the	route	has	been	created,	the	Edit	routes	dialogwill	appear.3.	Tap	Start4.	Utilities	are	accessed	from	the	homescreen.Tapping	a	utility	will	open	a	dialog	giving	you	access	to	availableoptions	for	the	selected	item.	The	CPA	andTCPA	defines	when	a	vessel	is	dangerous	regardless	of
theenabled/disabled	state.MARPA	target	lostControls	whether	an	alarm	shall	be	activated	when	a	MARPAtarget	is	lostMARPA	unavailableControls	whether	an	alarm	shall	be	activated	if	you	do	not	havethe	required	inputs	for	MARPA	to	work	(valid	GPS	position	andheading	sensor	connected	to	the	radar)Radar	overlayYou	can	overlay	the	Radar	image
on	the	Chart.	Press	and	hold	a	pageicon	to	view	quick	split	combo	page	options.4	MoreTap	to	see	the	full	menu.5	Back	buttonTap	to	exit	the	home	screen	and	return	to	the	previous	page.6	Local	time7	Water	depth8|Introduction	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	112Basic	operationThe	power	key•	Press	and	hold:Turn	unit	on/off•	Single	press:Display
dialog	forbrightness	adjustment,night	mode,	standbymode	and	power	off•	Repeatedpresses:Toggle	preset	brightnesslevels	(10	-	6	-	3-	1)¼¼	Note:	If	the	power	key	is	released	before	shut-down	is	completed,the	power	off	is	cancelled.A	night	mode	which	optimizes	the	color	palette	for	low	light	conditions,	is	included.¼¼	Note:	Details	on	the	chart	may
be	less	visible	when	Night	mode	isselected!When	in	Standby	mode,	the	sonar	and	the	backlight	for	touchscreen	and	keys	are	turned	off	to	save	power.	StructureMap	makes	iteasier	for	you	to	visualize	the	underwater	environment	in	relation	toyour	position	and	aids	the	user	in	interpreting	SideScan	sonarimages.Turning	on	StructureMap	overlayYou
can	view	StructureMap	data	by	turning	on	Structure	overlayfrom	the	Chart	menu.Selecting	Structure	SourceStructureMap	can	be	used	in	Live	mode	or	Saved	mode.	You	can	select	palettes	from	the	Radar	settings	menu.Radar	orientationRadar	orientation	is	indicated	on	the	upper	left	corner	of	the	radarpanel	as	either	HU	(Heading	UP),	NO	(North
Up)	or	CU	(Course	up).Heading	upRotates	the	radar	image	to	display	the	current	heading	directly	upon	the	radar	image.North	upRotates	the	radar	image	so	North	is	always	at	the	top	of	the	screen.¼¼	Note:	You	must	have	a	heading	sensor	connected	to	your	system	touse	North	up	mode.Course	upRotates	the	radar	image	to	display	the	current
navigation	coursedirectly	up.	It	assumes	that	all	equipment	is	installed	andconfigured,	and	that	the	system	is	ready	to	use.The	manual	does	not	cover	basic	background	informationabout	how	equipment	such	as	radars,	sonars	and	AIS	work.	Any	local	anomalies	such	as	irondeposits	might	also	affect	the	magnetic	bearings.When	set	to	Auto,	the	system
automatically	converts	magneticnorth	to	true	north.	Tap	New	on	the	chart	menu3.	Generally,	GPS	offers	the	highest	accuracy,	but	incertain	circumstances	a	better	fix	may	be	achieved	with	both	oronly	GLONASS	enabled.CalibrateWith	the	Point	1	mounted	securely	in	its	permanent	location,	followthe	on-screen	instructions	to	calibrate	the
compass.Point	1	antenna	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	109Page	11221FuelThe	fuel	utility	allows	your	unit	to	calculate	and	monitor	the	overallfuel	performance	of	your	vessel.	We	refer	to	each	of	these	as	a	“Database”	or	together	as	the	“Databases.”	Your	product	may	thus	include	the	“WBS	Database”	which	contains	worldwide	background	surface
mapping	data,	the	“Insight	Database”	which	contains	inland	mapping	data,	or	other	Databases.	All	features	andspecifications	subject	to	change	withoutnotice.IMPORTANT	NOTE	ABOUT	RESTRICTEDOPERATION	OUTSIDE	OF	THE	AMERICASThe	choice,	location,	and	installation	oftransducers	and	other	components	of	the	systemare	critical	to	the
performance	of	the	system	asintended.	Tap	Place	EBL/VRM1	or	EBL/VRM2--	The	EBL	line	and	the	VRM	circle	will	be	positioned	according	to	the	cursor	position3.	Savedmode	is	used	to	display	StructureMap	data	previously	saved	to	a	SDcard.60	|StructureMap	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	63Live	modeDisplays	the	last	few	minutes	of	the	Side
Imaging	historyas	a	trail	behind	the	vessel	icon.	If	the	vessel	goesbeyond	this	limit	an	alarm	will	be	activated.XTE	alarm	(Cross	track	error)Turns	on/off	the	XTE	alarm.TrailsOpens	the	Trails	dialog	where	trails	settings	can	be	adjusted	andtrails	can	be	converted	into	routes	for	navigation.Create	route1.	Tap	Move	on	the	menu--	The	waypoint	icon	will
changeto	indicate	moving	mode4.	You	can	select	if	the	alarm	will	be	activated	when	thetarget	enters	or	exits	the	zone.Radar	Settings	menuTarget	expansionIncreases	signal	processing	to	provide	larger	target	returns	forbetter	visibility	on	the	screen.Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	87Page	90STC	curveThe	STC	(Sensitivity	Time	Control)	controls
the	sensitivity	of	the	radarsignal	close	to	your	vessel.	It	also	allows	the	user	to	scroll	back	andzoom	in	on	a	recently	scanned	areas	of	the	lake	to	lookat	additional	details	of	what	was	scanned.	You	willsee	this	as	reduced	distance	between	the	zoom	bars.Bottom	lockThe	bottom	lock	mode	is	useful	when	you	want	to	view	echoesclose	to	the	bottom.The
scaling	factor	for	the	image	on	the	left	side	of	the	panel	is	adjusted	as	described	for	the	Zoom	option.FlasherThe	Flasher	mode	shows	a	flasher-style	sonar	in	the	left	panel	with	anormal	sonar	view	in	the	right	panel.48	|Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	51PalettesYou	can	select	from	several	display	palettes	optimized	for	a	varietyof	fishing
conditions.Temp	graphShows	a	red	line	and	a	digital	display	on	the	sonar	screen	tographically	illustrate	changes	in	water	temperature.Depth	linePlaces	a	line	on	the	bottom	surface	to	make	it	easier	to	distinguishthe	bottom	from	fish	and	structure.A-scopeDisplays	the	amplitude	of	real-time	echoes	as	they	appear	on	thescreen.PreviewYou	can	turn	off
sonar	history	preview,	have	it	always	shown	at	thetop	of	the	screen,	or	have	it	appear	only	when	the	cursor	is	active.By	default,	the	sonar	history	preview	appears	when	the	cursor	isactive.Fish	IDShows	sonar	echoes	as	fish	symbols	instead	of	fish	arches.¼¼	Note:	In	Fish	ID	mode,	not	all	fish	symbols	shown	on	the	display	areactual	fish.Measuring
distanceThe	cursor	can	be	used	to	measure	the	distance	between	the	twopoints	on	the	sonar	screen.	Refer	to	the	Utilities	section	of	this	manual	for	moreinformation.¼¼	NOTE:	Keep	the	size	of	your	sonar	logs	to	100MB	or	less	to	allow	forfaster	file	conversion.	When	the	unit	is	in	manual	mode,	you	maynot	receive	any	depth	readings,	or	you	may
receive	incorrect	depthinformation.Log	sonar	dataYou	can	record	sonar	data	and	save	the	file	on	to	a	SD	card	insertedinto	the	unit’s	card	reader.	You	can	start	navigating	theroute	from	the	first	or	last	routepoint	(forward	or	reverse),	or	from	aselected	routepoint.Cancel	navigationYou	cancel	navigation	from	the	Navigationmenu.Navigation	settings
panel38	|Navigating	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	41Arrival	radiusSets	an	invisible	circle	around	the	destinationwaypoint.The	vessel	is	considered	arrived	at	the	waypointwhen	it	is	within	this	radius.XTE	limit	(Cross	track	error)This	parameter	defines	the	vessel’s	acceptedoffset	distance	from	the	leg.	Tap	the	way	you	want	to	navigate	the	route
(Forward	or	Reverse)Logging	TypeYou	can	select	to	record	trail	points	based	on	time,	distance	orby	letting	the	unit	position	a	point	automatically	when	a	coursechange	is	registered.Phantom	LoranEstimates	Loran	TDs	based	on	GPS	position,	the	selected	GRI	andpreferred	station.Loran	settingsDefines	Loran	chains	(GRI)	and	preferred	station
forwaypoint	entry	and	cursor	position.	Clear	the	cursor	from	the	screen	to	search	from	the	vesselposition.¼¼	Note:	You	must	have	a	SIRIUS	data	package	subscription	to	searchfor	Fueling	stations	and	an	AIS	receiver	to	search	for	vessels.Chart	optionsOrientationSeveral	options	are	available	for	how	the	chart	is	rotated	on	thepage.	2.	Detected
targets	will	be	drawnon	the	radar	PPI	(Plan	Position	Indicator).Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	81Page	84Adjusting	rangeYou	can	use	the	zoom	keys	on	the	touchscreen	or	the	dedicatedzoom	keys	on	the	front	of	the	unit	to	adjust	the	radar	range.Using	the	cursor	on	the	radar	pageThe	cursor	is	by	default	not	shown	on	the	radar	image.When	you
tap	the	radar	page	the	cursor	and	the	cursor	positionwindow	will	be	activated.The	cursor	can	be	used	to	measure	a	distance	to	a	target,	and	toselect	targets	as	described	later	in	this	section.To	remove	the	cursor	and	cursor	elements	from	the	panel,	tap	Clearcursor	on	the	radar	menu.Press	and	hold	to	activate	cursor	assist	mode.Goto	cursorYou	can
navigate	to	the	cursor	by	tapping	Goto	cursor	on	the	menu.Saving	a	waypointYou	can	save	a	waypoint	at	the	cursor	position	by	tapping	thescreen	and	then	tapping	New	waypoint	on	the	radar	menu.	These	remainuntil	you	acknowledge	it	or	until	the	reason	for	the	alarm	is	removed.Alarms	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	71Page	7413UtilitiesThe
Utilities	tab	includes	options	and	tools	that	are	not	specific	toany	page.	USING	THE	PRODUCTACCOMPANIED	BY	THIS	LICENSE	AGREEMENT	CONSTITUTES	ACCEPTANCE	OFTHESE	TERMS	AND	CONDITIONS.	All	data	fields	willbe	automatically	reset	when	the	date	changes.FindSearch	function	for	chart	components.AlarmsActive	alarmsList	of
active	alarms.Alarm	historyList	of	all	alarms	with	time	stamp.Alarm	settingsList	of	all	available	alarm	options	in	the	system,	with	current	settings.Waypoints/routes/trailsList	of	waypoints,	routes	and	tracks	with	details.Tap	on	the	waypoint,	route	or	track	you	wish	to	edit	or	delete.Utilities	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	73Page	76TidesDisplays	tide
information	for	the	tide	station	nearest	to	your	vessel.Tap	the	arrow	panel	buttons	to	change	date,	or	tap	the	date	field	toaccess	the	calender	function.Available	tide	stations	can	be	selected	from	the	menu.SatellitesStatus	page	for	active	satellites.WAAS	(and	EGNOS)	differential	position	correction	can	be	configured	to	On	or	OFF.FilesFile
management	system	for	logs,	screenshots,	waypoints,	routes,tracks	and	settings.Viewing	screenshotsWhen	viewing	a	screenshot	full	screen,	you	can	drag	your	fingeracross	the	screen	to	view	other	screenshots.	Before	playing	FM	radio	through	theSonicHub,	you	must	purchase	a	marine-grade	AM/FM	antenna.When	connected	to	a	LWX	Satellite
module	you	can	subscribe	andinclude	SIRIUS™	audio.	To	determine	a	correction	value,	areliable	hand	bearing	or	fixed	magnetic	compass	should	be	used	forreference.¼¼	NOTE:	Ensure	calibration	of	compass	is	completed	prior	to	adjustingthe	offset.InstanceIf	more	than	one	device	of	the	same	type	exists	in	the	network,	theinstance	number	may	be
changed	to	a	unique	number	to	alloweasier	identification.Disabling	the	heading	sensorSet	the	Point	1	instance	value	to	001	todisable	the	heading	sensor.	The	media	bar	varies	from	one	audio	sourceto	another.You	switch	focus	between	pages	and	the	media	bar	by	tapping	onthe	selected	panel.The	menus	differ	from	one	audio	source	to	another	as
shown	in	thefollowing	sections.Media	barAudio	SourceArtistTrackRepeatVolumelevelShuffleMedia	barAudio	StationSource118	|RDS	DisplayAudio	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchSignal	Volumestrength	levelPage	121Operating	the	audio	sourceSelecting	the	audio	sourceYou	switch	between	available	audio	sources	from	the	Source	menu.¼¼	Note:	The
Mic	source	selects	a	high	voltage	level	input	allowing	youto	broadcast	loud	hailer	messages	over	the	audio	system.Adjusting	the	volumeThe	volume	is	adjusted	by	pressing	the	dedicated	zoomkeys	or	by	tapping	Volume	on	the	menu	and	thendragging	your	finger	on	the	slide	bar.MutingYou	can	toggle	muting	on/off	by	tapping	Mute	on	the	menu.Audio
controlsAudio	sourceAdjust	volumeNext	favoritePrevious	favoritePrevious	favoriteNext	channelNexttrackNext	stationPrevious	channelPrevious	stationTune	forwardMute	audioSIRIUSPrevioustrackNext	favoriteAM/FMTune	backwardiPod	&	USB¼¼	Note:	For	iPod,	iPhone	or	USB,	tap	and	hold	Skip	+	or	Skip-	to	fastforward	or	rewind	the	current
track.Audio	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	119Page	122Shuffle	and	repeatShuffle	and	repeat	are	turned	on/off	from	the	audio	menu.	Preview	is	turned	on	by	default.Sonar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	43Page	46Sonar	menuWhen	the	cursor	is	active,	some	features	on	the	sonarmenu	will	be	replaced	with	cursor	mode	features.Tap	Clear	cursor	to
return	to	the	normal	sonar	menu.RangeThe	range	setting	determines	the	water	depth	that	isvisible	on	the	screen.Tap	the	range	keys	on	the	touchscreen	to	adjust	therange.No	cursorAuto	rangeActive	cursorIf	you	select	Auto,	the	system	will	automatically	display	the	wholerange	from	the	water	surface	to	the	bottom.Custom	rangeThis	option	allows
you	to	manually	set	both	upper	and	lower	rangelimits.	It	allows	vessels	equipped	withAIS	to	automatically	and	dynamically	share	and	regularly	updatetheir	position,	speed,	course	and	other	information	such	as	vesselidentity	with	similarly	equipped	vessels.	The	increased	sidelobe	returns	can	be	eliminated	using	theSidelobe	Suppression	control	in	the
Radar	installation	menu.By	default	this	control	is	set	to	Auto	and	normally	should	not	needto	be	adjusted.	IF	YOU	DO	NOT	ACCEPT	ALL	TERMS	ANDCONDITIONS,	PROMPTLY	RETURN	THE	PRODUCT	WITHIN	30	DAYS	OF	PURCHASE.PLEASE	RETURN	USING	THE	ENCLOSED	UPS	SHIPPING	LABEL	AND	INCLUDE:PROOF	OF	PURCHASE,
NAME,	ADDRESS,	AND	PHONE	NUMBER.	However,	if	there	is	significant	metallic	clutteraround	the	radar,	sidelobe	suppression	may	need	to	be	increased.The	control	should	be	adjusted	as	follows:1.	You	can	access	tropical	statementsfrom	the	Weather	options	menu.116	|Weather	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	119Animating	SIRIUS™	weather
graphicsThis	unit	records	the	weather	information	you	have	turned	on,	andthis	information	can	be	used	to	animate	past	or	future	weather	conditions.	Traverse	the	area	until	the	strongest	sidelobe	returns	are	seen.4.	Change	Auto	sidelobe	suppression	to	OFF	then	select	and	adjust	thesidelobe	suppression	control	until	the	sidelobe	returns	are	just
eliminated.You	may	need	to	monitor	5-10	radar	sweeps	to	be	sure	they	have	beeneliminated.5.	Traverse	the	area	again	and	readjust	if	sidelobes	returns	still	occur.6.	Exit	the	installation	menu.Restore	radar	to	Factory	DefaultThis	can	be	used	to	revert	all	user	adjustments	to	factory	settings.94	|Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	9717Using
AISThe	marine	Automatic	Identification	System	(AIS)	is	a	location	andvessel	information	reporting	system.	If	a	vessel	is	lost	within	this	rangethis	will	trigger	an	alarmVessel	messageControls	whether	an	alarm	shall	be	activated	when	a	message	isreceived	from	an	AIS	targetThe	vessel	settings	panelVessel	settings	are	accessed	from	the	Utilities	tab	on
the	homescreen.AIS	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	97Page	100Your	vessel’s	MMSI	numberYou	need	to	have	your	own	MMSI	(Maritime	Mobile	Service	Identity)number	entered	in	the	system	to	be	able	to	receive	addressed	messages	from	AIS	and	DSC	vessels.It	is	also	important	to	have	the	MMSI	number	entered	to	avoid	seeing	your	own	vessel	as	an
AIS	target	on	the	chart.¼¼	Note:	The	Vessel	message	option	in	the	alarm	settings	must	betoggled	on	if	any	MMSI	message	shall	be	displayed.Filtering	the	targetsAll	targets	are	by	default	shown	on	thedisplay	if	an	AIS	device	is	connected	tothe	HDS	system.You	can	select	to	not	show	any	targets,or	to	filter	the	icons	based	on	securitysettings,	distance
and	vessel	speed.The	vessels	extension	linesThe	length	of	the	extension	lines	foryour	vessel	and	for	other	vessels	canbe	set	by	the	user.The	length	of	the	extension	lines	iseither	set	as	a	fixed	distance,	or	toindicate	the	distance	the	vessel	willmove	in	the	selected	time	period.For	own	vessel	heading	information	is	read	from	active	heading	sensor,	and
COG	information	is	asreceived	from	the	active	GPS.For	other	vessels	COG	data	is	included	in	the	message	received	fromthe	AIS	system.Defining	dangerous	vesselsYou	can	define	an	invisible	guard	zone	around	your	vessel.	34	|Tap	the	chart	screen	to	activate	the	cursorTap	New	on	the	page	menuTap	New	routeTap	the	screen	to	position
routepointsTap	Save	on	the	menuWaypoints,	Routes	&	Trails	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	371.	Repeat	process	for	more	targetsOnce	your	targets	are	identified,	it	may	take	up	to	10radar	sweeps	to	acquire	and	then	track	the	target.Cancelling	target	trackingWhen	targets	are	being	tracked,	the	radar	menu	will	expand	toinclude	options	for
cancelling	individual	targets	or	to	stop	the	tracking	function.Cancel	tracking	individual	targets	by	tapping	the	target	and	thentapping	Cancel	target	on	the	menu.90	|Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	93Viewing	target	informationTap	the	desired	target	and	then	tap	Target	details	on	the	radarmenu.MARPA	target	settingsSeveral	vessel	settings
define	alarm	limits	and	how	the	targets	aredisplayed	on	your	radar	image.Target	trails	and	safe	ringsYou	can	define	the	length	of	the	MARPA	trail	making	it	easier	tofollow	target	movement.A	circle	can	be	added	around	the	MARPA	target	to	present	thedanger	zone.Vessels	course	extension	lineSets	the	length	of	the	course	extension	line	for	your
vessel	and	forother	vessels.The	length	of	the	extension	line	is	either	set	as	a	fixed	distance	or	afixed	time	period	to	indicate	the	distance	the	vessel	will	move	in	theselected	time	period.Defining	dangerous	vesselsYou	can	define	dangerous	vessels	based	upon	CPA	(Closest	Pointof	Approach)	or	TCPA	(Time	to	Closest	Point	of	Approach).	When
navigatingtowards	a	waypoint	(cursor	position,	MOB	or	an	entered	lat/lonposition),	the	course	line	will	show	the	intended	course	from	thepoint	at	which	navigation	was	started	towards	the	next	waypoint.Vessel	symbolThe	vessel	symbol	indicates	distance	and	bearing	relative	to	theintended	course.Off	course	limitIf	the	XTE	exceeds	the	defined	off
course	limit	this	will	be	indicatedwith	a	red	arrow	including	the	distance	from	the	track	line.If	the	off	course	alarm	is	enabled,	the	alarm	will	activate	if	the	XTEexceeds	the	defined	off	course	limit.40	|Navigating	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	437Depthoverlay	data	*SonarThe	sonar	function	provides	an	underwater	view	of	the	area	underand
around	your	boat,	allowing	you	to	detect	fish	and	examinebottom	structure.The	sonar	displays	the	water	column	moving	from	right	to	left	onthe	page.Fish	archesSonar	historypreview	*	Temp	graph	*Removes	cursorfrom	the	screenOpenshiddencontextmenuCursorposition	onother	panelCursordepthCursorBottomRange	scaleWater	depthand	water
tempRangeA-scope	*You	can	select	between	single	page	view	and	several	split	views	asdescribed	later	in	this	section.*	Optional	sonar	image	itemsUsing	the	cursor	on	the	sonar	pageThe	cursor	is	by	default	not	shown	on	the	sonar	screen.	Select	items	to	be	restored	to	factory	defaults.3.	Tap	OKWarning:	If	waypoints,	routes	and	trails	are	selected,
they	willbe	permanently	deleted.AdvancedShows	a	dialog	with	more	advanced	settings.AboutDisplays	unit	software	information.UnitsControls	unit	of	measure	used	for	various	data	types.	This	option	gives	faster	updates	on	target	movementswithin	this	range.North	indicatorTurns	on/off	viewing	of	the	North	indicator	on	the	radar	page.Range
ringsTurns	on/off	viewing	of	Range	rings	on	the	radar	page.Range	markersTurns	on/off	viewing	of	Range	markers	on	the	radar	page.	After	a	time-out	period,	demo	mode	will	resume.Selecting	simulator	source	filesYou	can	select	which	data	files	to	beused	by	the	simulator.A	set	of	source	files	is	included	in	yoursystem,	and	you	can	import	files	byusing
an	SD	card	inserted	into	theunit’s	card	reader.You	can	also	use	your	own	recorded	sonar	files	in	the	simulator.Simulator	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	79Page	82Advanced	simulator	settingsThe	advanced	simulator	settings	allow	you	to	define	how	to	run	thesimulator.	When	the	cursor	is	active,the	chart	will	not	follow	the	vessel.Press	and	hold	the
screen	to	activate	cursor	assist	mode.	Refer	to	“Export	region”	on	page	126.¼¼	Note:	Review	the	User	data	format	compatibility	table	“One	or	morefunctions	do	not	operate	as	normal”	on	page	124	to	select	the	bestdata	format	for	legacy	units.RoutesA	route	consists	of	a	series	of	routepoints	entered	in	the	order	thatyou	want	to	navigate	them.When
you	tap	on	an	existing	route	the	route	name	will	be	displayed.Creating	new	route	from	chart	pageRoutes	can	be	created	directly	from	the	chart	or	by	insertingwaypoints	from	the	routes	dialog.1.	2.	Autoconfiguration	will	work	well	for	most	situations.Data	sourcesAllows	you	to	select	the	network	device	that	will	supply	source	datafor	a	selected	data
type.Tap	Data	sources	to	edit	source	names,	change	source	scope	andadd/remove	data	source	network	instances.Networking	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	99Page	102Configuring	data	sourcesDevices	can	be	configured	from	the	Data	source	menu	or	from	thedevice	list.	The	system	will	promptyou	to	switch	to	SD	card	cartography	when	a	card	is
inserted.You	can	share	Navionics	charts	with	other	units	on	your	Ethernetnetwork.	Tap	the	waypoint--	The	waypoint	name	willappear	on	the	page	menu2.	Your	claim	must	be	substantiated	by	a	dated	sales	receipt	or	sales	slip.Page	3	130	|	|	131Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch	Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchMeasuring	distance	59Networking
59Noise	Rejection	57Palette	58Pausing	sonar	59Preset	range	levels	57Range	57Stop	sonar	59Surface	clarity	57ViewDownscan	58Sidescan	58Viewing	history	56System	settings	77Advanced	78Coordinate	system	78Datum	77Key	beeps	77Language	77Magnetic	variation	78Restore	defaults	78Satellites	78Time	77Units	78TTides	74Touchscreen
calibration	123TrailsCreating	36Logging	type	39Settings	36Troubleshooting	124UUnits	78Using	the	touchscreen	9UtilitiesAlarms	73FilesCopying	les	75Find	73PDF	reader	76Satellites	74Sun/moon	73Tides	74Trip	Calculator	73Vessels	72Waypoints/routes/trails	73VVessels	72Message	listing	72Status	listing	72VideoWWAAS/MSAS/EGNOS
107WaypointsAlarms	34Creating	33Editing	33Exporting	34Waypoints,	routes	and	trailsExporting	data	125Export	region	126WeatherAdjusting	color	shading	114Alarms	115Animating	weather	graphics	117Overlay	transparency	115Precipitation	113SIRIUS	status	112Symbology	113Transparency	115Wave	indication	114Weather	reports	116	Page	4
128	|	|	129Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch	Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchSafety	depth	31Shading	29Shallow	water	highlighting	30Synchronize	2D/3D	chart	28NetworkingAuto	conguration	99Damping	101Data	sources	99Conguring	100New	101Remove	101Renaming	a	data	source	101Device	ListCalibrating	devices	102Diagnostics
102Ethernet	103NMEA	0183	103NMEA	2000	103Network	StructureScan	59NMEA	0183	103NMEA	2000	103OOverlay	Downscan	51PPagesActive	panel	16Adjusting	split	panels	16Chart	19Customizing	16Data	overlay	18Favorites	16Overview	15Quick	splits	15PDF	reader	76Point	1	antennaCOG/SOG	Filter	108Conguration	107Congure/Oset
108Disabling	heading	sensor	108GNSS	Conguration	109Position	Update	107RRadarAntenna	height	93Bearing	alignment	93Bearings	89Compass	89Dangerous	vessels	91EBL/VRM	85,	86Adjust	86Data	box	86Set	oset	86Fast	scan	89Gain	83Guard	zonesAdjust	87Alarm	when	87Sensitivity	87Shape	87Guard	Zones	86Interference	rejection	84MARPA
89Cancelling	target	tracking	90Target	settings	91Target	symbols	90Target	trails	and	safe	rings	91Tracking	targets	90Viewing	target	info	91Measuring	range	&	bearing	83Orientation	88Overlay	92Palette	88Position	84Radar	status	93Rain	clutter	84Range	82Range	oset	93Range	rings	83,	89	Page	5	128	|	|	129Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch	Index
|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchFishing	modesReset	shing	mode	51FuelFind	fuel	111Fuel	used	111Refueling	110Calibration	111Vessel	setup	110GGoFree	wireless	104,	107Connecting	to	the	WIFI-1	105Downloading	GoFree	app	105Enabling	control	of	HDS	105Operating	HDS	106Operating	the	HDS	106Setting	HDS	device	name	104Setting	up	WIFI-1
104HHidden	system	menu	11Hiding	page	menu	11IInstrument	panelsCustomizing	66Dashboards	66Editing	67KKey	beeps	77LLanguage	77Log	sonarBytes	per	sounding	46Log	all	channels	46Viewing	sonar	data	46Loran	39Phantom	loran	39Settings	39MMagnetic	variation	78Maintenance	123Exporting	waypoints,	routes	and	trails	125Export	region
126Touchscreen	Calibration	123Man	overboard	waypoint	14MARPA	89Menus	10Hidden	system	menu	11Page	10MOB	key	7NNavigationArrival	radius	39Cancel	14Cancel	navigation	38Goto	cursor	37Loran	settings	39Phantom	Loran	39Routes	37Trails	39XTE	limit	39Navionics	283D	28Annotation	31Change	to	Lowrance	30Chart	details	31Colored
Seabed	Areas	31Community	layer	29Contours	depth	31Depth	range	(highlighting)	30Dynamic	Icons	29Easy	view	29Fish’n	Chip	30Look	ahead	28Photo	overlay	29Photo	transparency	30Presentation	type	31Rock	ltering	31	Page	6	130	|	|	131Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch	Index	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchRestore	defaults	94Sea	clutter
83Sidelobe	suppression	93STC	curve	88Symbology	85Target	expansion	87Target	trails	88Threshold	89Vessel	alarm	settings	92Restore	defaults	78RoutesCreate	from	chart	34Create	from	waypoints	35Editing	35SSatellites	74Screen	captures	14SideScan	54SimulatorSIRIUS	status	103SonarA-scope	49Auto	range	44Bottom	lock	47Colorline	47Custom
range	44Depth	line	49Fish	ID	49Fishing	modes	51Flasher	47Frequency	44History	preview	43,	49Keel	oset	52Log	sonar	data	45Manual	mode	45Measuring	distance	49Networking	50Source	50Noise	rejection	45Palettes	49Pausing	sonar	50Ping	speed	45Range	44Saving	waypoints	42Scroll	speed	45Sensitivity	46Sonar	source	50Splitscreen	47Stop
sonar	50Structurescan	overlay	51Surface	clarity	45Transducer	type	53Viewing	history	43Zoom	bars	42Steer	page	40Course	line	40Data	elds	40O	course	limit	40Vessel	symbol	40StructureMapAccessing	les	on	SD	card	64Contrast	63Enabling	overlay	60Frequency	63Logging	data	63Converting	les	63High	resolution	64Noise	rejection	63Palette
63Range	62Scanning	shing	areas	65Selecting	source	60Live	mode	61Saved	mode	61Sharing	les	65Transparency	62Using	with	mapping	cards	64Water	column	63StructureScan	HDAuto	range	57Contrast	58DownScan	55Flip	left/right	58Frequency	57History	preview	56,	58Log	sonar	58	Page	7Navico	Databases	License	AgreementTHIS	IS	A	LEGAL
AGREEMENT	BETWEEN	THE	END-USER	WHOFIRST	PURCHASES	THIS	PRODUCT	AS	A	CONSUMER	ITEM	FORPERSONAL,	FAMILY,	OR	HOUSEHOLD	USE	("YOU")	AND	NAVICO,	THE	MANUFACTURER	OF	THIS	PRODUCT	("WE",	"OUR",	OR	"US").	7.	Displaying	HDSdata	on	a	wireless	device	requires	a	corresponding	app.	PLEASE	ALLOW	4-
6WEEKS	TO	PROCESS	YOUR	REFUND.1.	This	License	Agreement	applies	to	the	one	or	more	databases	that	yourproduct	may	contain.	Tap	one	of	the	guard	zones3.	When	there	isno	interference,	the	low	setting	prevents	you	from	missing	weakertargets.In	order	to	not	miss	weak	targets,	the	interference	rejection	shouldbe	set	low	when	no
interference	exists.PositionYou	can	shift	the	radar	PPI	center	to	different	positions	on	the	radarpage	to	see	further	in	any	direction.The	radar	position	can	only	be	changed	when	the	radar	istransmitting.CenterDefault	setting.	It	may	be	required	to	correct	for	localized	influences	to	the	measured	temperature.¼¼	Note:	Water	temperature	calibration
only	appears	if	the	transducer	istemperature	capable.	Release	the	zoom	keys	after	hearinga	second	beep	confirming	the	resetBacking	up	your	system	dataWaypoints,	routes,	trails	that	you	create	are	filed	on	your	system.	By	default,	screen	captures	are	saved	to	internalmemory.Refer	to	the	Utilities	section	of	this	manual	for	information	onviewing
screen	captures	and	saving	files	to	a	SD	card.+14	|Basic	Operation	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	173PagesPage	overviewThis	unit	supports	up	to	7	page	types.	Press	and	hold	a	pageicon	to	view	quick	split	combo	page	options.Pages	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	15Page	18Selecting	Active	panelYou	can	change	active	panels	by	tapping	the
desired	panel.	Current	file	size	is	occasionally	flashed	on	thescreen	during	the	recording	process.	9.	455	kHz	has	excellentresolution	and	greater	range,	while	800	kHz	provides	betterdefinition	at	shallower	depths.AdvancedSurface	clarityWave	action,	boat	wakes	and	temperature	inversion	can	cause	onscreen	clutter	near	the	surface.The	clarity	option
reduces	surface	clutter	by	decreasing	thesensitivity	of	the	receiver	near	the	surface.Noise	rejectionSignal	interference	from	bilge	pumps,	engine	vibration	and	airbubbles	can	clutter	the	StructureScan	image	The	noise	rejection	option	filters	the	signal	interference	and	reduces	on-screen	clutter.StructureScan	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	57Page
60Flipping	Left/Right	imageIf	required,	the	left/right	Sidescanning	images	can	be	flipped	tomatch	the	corresponding	side	of	your	vessel.Range	linesRange	lines	extend	from	the	range	scale	to	the	other	side	of	thescreen,	making	it	easier	to	estimate	depth	(DownScan)	and	distance(SideScan).PreviewYou	can	turn	off	the	downscan	history	preview,	have
it	alwaysshown	at	the	top	of	the	screen,	or	have	it	appear	only	when	thecursor	is	active.	Live	mode	is	disabled	for	speedsgreater	than	10	mph.Scanning	tips•	T	o	get	a	picture	of	taller	structure	(a	wreck,	etc)	—	don’t	drive	over	it.Steer	the	boat	so	the	structure	will	be	on	the	left	or	right	side	of	yourboat.•	Set	your	structure	range	to	a	significantly
greater	level	(two-tothree	times)	than	the	water	depth	to	ensure	a	complete	scan	and	tomaximize	conversion	accuracy.StructureMap	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	65Page	6810The	Instruments	panelsThe	Info	page	instrument	panel	consists	of	multiple	gauges	that	canbe	customized	to	display	selected	data.	Tap	Clear	and	tap	SaveData	OverlayAllows
you	to	overlay	information	on	the	active	page.	Themaximum	depth	range	value	must	be	greater	than	the	minimumdepth	range	value.Shallow	water	highlightingDisplays	pink	dots	for	Shallow	areas	up	to	a	30-foot	range.Navionics	Fish’n	ChipThis	unit	supports	Navionics	Fish’n	Chip	(US	only)	chart	feature.For	more	information,	see
www.navionics.com.Change	to	LowranceSwitches	map	display	from	Navionics	to	Lowrance	mapping	data.30	|Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	33Navionics	settingsOptional	settings	for	Navionics	chartsTraditional	2D	chartChart	with	shadingColored	Seabed	AreasColors	different	parts	of	the	seabed	to	provide	better	definition	ofseabed
composition.AnnotationDetermines	what	area	information,	such	as	names	of	locations	andnotes	of	areas,	is	available	on	display.Presentation	typeProvides	marine	charting	information	such	as	symbols,	colors	of	thenavigation	chart	and	wording	for	either	International	or	US	presentation	types.Chart	detailsProvides	you	with	different	levels	of
geographical	layer	information.Safety	depthThe	Navionics	charts	uses	different	shades	of	blue	to	distinguishbetween	shallow	and	deep	water.The	safety	depth	sets	the	limit	for	which	depths	that	shall	be	drawnwithout	blue	shading.Contours	depthDetermines	which	contours	you	see	on	the	chart	down	to	theselected	safety	depth	value.Rock
filteringFilters	rocks	below	a	certain	depthChart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	31Page	345Waypoints,	routes	&	trailsThe	waypoints,	route	and	trails	screensThe	Waypoints,	Routes	and	Trails	dialogs	give	access	to	advancededit	functions	and	settings	for	all	these	items	available	on	yoursystem.	The	Databases	Limited	Warranty	applies	to	the	one	or
more	databases	that	your	product	may	contain.	An	alarm	will	be	triggeredif	activated	in	the	Alarm	settings	panel.Vessel	alarm	settingsYou	can	define	several	Vessels	alarms	to	alert	you	if	a	target	comeswithin	predefined	range	limits,	or	if	a	previously	identified	target	islost.Alarm	IDDescriptionDangerous	vesselControls	whether	an	alarm	shall	be
activated	when	a	vesselcomes	within	the	predefined	CPA	or	TCPA.	Typically,	it	will	display	the	last	4-5	minutesof	recording.	Corresponds	tothe	usual	orientation	of	nautical	charts.North	up22	|Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchHeading	upCourse	upPage	25Heading	upDisplays	the	chart	with	the	vessel’s	heading	directly	up	on	the	chartimage.	The
user	of	this	product	is	solelyresponsible	for	observing	safe	boating	practices.NAVICO	HOLDING	AS	AND	ITS	SUBSIDIARIES,	BRANCHES	ANDAFFILIATES	DISCLAIM	ALL	LIABILITY	FOR	ANY	USE	OF	THIS	PRODUCTIN	A	WAY	THAT	MAY	CAUSE	ACCIDENTS,	DAMAGE	OR	THAT	MAYVIOLATE	THE	LAW.Governing	Language:	This	statement,	any
instruction	manuals,user	guides	and	other	information	relating	to	the	product(Documentation)	may	be	translated	to,	or	has	been	translated	from,another	language	(Translation).	Creating	routes	using	existing	waypointsAccess	the	routes	dialogTap	NewTap	Create	using	route	listTap	the	new	route	window	(shown	below)Tap	InsertTap	the	desired
waypointRepeat	Steps	4,	5	and	6	until	all	points	have	been	placedTap	SaveNew	route	windowEdit	a	routeA	route	and	a	waypoint	can	only	be	edited	from	the	chart	pagewhen	the	item	is	selected.1.	2.	Pleasecheck	the	appropriate	Apple	or	Android	store	for	your	device.¼¼	Note:	In	this	document	we	have	used	the	term	wireless	devices,and	graphics
from	iPad	and	App	Store	are	used	as	examples.	If	you	are	not	navigating	an	active	route	the	headingup	orientation	will	be	used	until	the	navigation	function	is	started.88	|Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	91ThresholdThe	threshold	sets	required	signal	strength	for	the	lowest	radarsignals.	This	option	works	only	when	the	unit	is	navigating
anactive	route.	This	occurs	becausenot	all	of	the	transmitted	radar	energy	can	be	focused	into	a	singlebeam	by	the	radar	antenna,	a	small	amount	energy	is	transmittedin	other	directions.	You	will	not	be	able	to	use	anyof	the	unit’s	other	functions	while	a	file	is	being	converted.Converting	files	in	high	resolutionYou	can	create	standard	resolutionor
high	resolution	StructureMap.smf	files.	It	is	easier	to	use	the	measurefunction	when	the	structure	image	is	paused.¼¼	Note:	The	Measure	option	will	only	be	visible	on	the	Structure	menuwhen	the	cursor	is	active.Stop	sonarAllows	you	to	closely	examine	structure,	precisely	position	awaypoint	or	stop	interference	between	transducers	on	your



boat.When	sonar	is	stopped,	no	sonar	history	will	be	recorded.This	function	is	also	useful	when	using	the	cursor	to	measure	adistance	between	two	elements	on	the	screen.Pausing	sonarYou	can	pause	sonar	by	tapping	the	screen.	When	sonar	is	paused,sonar	history	will	still	be	recorded.Sonar	settingsNetwork	sonarYou	can	share	the	sonar	images
from	this	unit	with	other	unitsconnected	to	the	network.For	more	information	about	how	to	set	up	a	sonar	network,	refer	tothe	separate	HDS	Gen2	Touch	Installation	manual.Sonar	sourceIf	you	have	more	than	one	sonar	on	your	Ethernet	network,	youcan	select	which	unit	will	be	the	sonar	source	for	other	units	on	thenetwork.1.	Turn	on	Network
sonar	for	each	sonar	unit	on	the	network.2.	Clear	the	cursor	from	the	sonar	page3.	Adjust	the	rangeproperly	for	the	depth	of	the	water.	Quick	splits	can	notbe	modified,	but	you	can	select/save	your	own	page	combinationusing	the	Favorites	feature.	TapSave	on	the	waypoint	dialog	to	create	the	waypoint.Press	the	dedicated	waypoint	key	to	save	a
waypoint	at	the	vesselposition.¼¼	Note:	A	heading	sensor	must	be	connected	to	the	system	to	save	awaypoint	on	the	radar	PPI.82	|Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	TouchPage	85Measuring	range	and	bearing	to	a	targetRange	ringsThe	range	rings	are	displayed	at	preset	distances	from	the	vesselbased	on	the	radar	range.You	can	use	the	range	ring	to
estimate	the	distance	to	a	radar	echo.Radar	menuWhen	the	cursor	is	active,	some	features	on	the	radarmenu	will	be	replaced	with	cursor	mode	features.Tap	Clear	cursor	to	return	to	the	normal	radar	menu.AdjustGainNo	cursorThe	gain	controls	the	sensitivity	of	the	radar	receiver.A	higher	gain	makes	the	radar	more	sensitive	to	radarreturns,
allowing	it	to	display	weaker	targets.	You	can	only	enter	information	when	a	field	is	selected	andhighlighted.Some	dialog	listings	might	extend	beyond	the	screen	area.	Live	modedoes	not	save	any	data.	Select	the	dashboard	you	want	to	edit.2.	Tap	Edit	on	the	Instrument	page	menu3.	Conversely,	desired	echoes	may	not	be	displayed	ifSensitivity	is	set
too	low.¼¼	Note:	Auto	Sensitivity	is	the	preferred	mode	for	most	conditions.Auto	sensitivityAuto	sensitivity	automatically	adjusts	the	sonar	return	to	theoptimal	levels.	Page	136Page	137*988-10312-002*	Page	2Databases	Limited	Warranty“We”,	“our”,	or	“us”	refers	to	Navico,	the	manufacturer	of	this	product.	If	no	units	appear	on	theLowrance
GoFree	Controller	screen,	follow	the	onscreen	instructions.The	first	time	you	request	control	from	the	wireless	device,	the	HDSunit	will	prompt	you	to	confirm	remote	control	from	this	device.|	105Page	108When	control	is	confirmed,	the	connection	will	be	immediatelyestablished.¼¼	Note:	If	control	is	rejected	the	wireless	device	will	mirror	the
HDSscreen,	but	no	operation	will	be	allowed	from	the	remote	device.All	connected	wireless	devices	will	be	listed	in	the	HDS	dialog,	andyou	can	change	the	access	level	for	all	connected	devices.Operating	the	HDS	with	a	wireless	deviceWhen	remote	control	is	accepted,	the	HDS	page	will	be	mirrored	tothe	wireless	device.The	HDS	image	includes
softkeys.	Smartphones	can	onlybe	used	as	an	HDS	viewer.¼¼	Note:	Installation	and	wiring	for	the	WIFI-1	unit	is	described	in	theseparate	WIFI-1	Installation	Guide.¼¼	Note:	GoFree	wireless	is	not	compatible	with	HDS	Gen1	units.	WE	MAKE	NO	EXPRESS	OR	IMPLIED	WARRANTY	OF	ANY	KIND	ABOUT	THE	ACCURACY	OF	THE	SOURCE
MATERIAL	ITSELF,	INCLUDING	BUT	NOT	LIMITED	TO	IMPLIED	WARRANTIES	OF	MERCHANTABILITY	OR	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE.If	there	is	a	defect	in	any	Database,	your	exclusive	remedy	shall	be,	at	our	option,	either	a	refund	of	the	price	you	paid	for	the	product	containing	the	defective	Database	or	a	replacement	of	such
product.	Rangerings	must	be	turned	on	before	Range	markers	can	be	enabled.CompassTurns	on/off	viewing	of	the	compass	overlay	on	the	radar	page.BearingsUsed	to	select	whether	bearing	will	be	measured	in	relation	to	TrueMagnetic	North	or	your	Relative	heading.MARPAIf	your	system	includes	a	heading	sensor	that	is	connected	to	theradar,
MARPA	function	(Mini	Automatic	Radar	Plotting	Aid)	can	beused	to	track	up	to	ten	radar	targets.MARPA	tracking	is	an	important	tool	for	collision	avoidance.¼¼	Note:	You	must	have	a	heading	sensor	connected	to	your	system	touse	MARPA.Radar	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	89Page	92MARPA	target	symbolsYour	unit	uses	the	target	symbols
shown	below.SymbolDescriptionAcquiring	MARPA	target.	If	there	is	no	headingHeadingsensor,	heading	will	default	to	the	COGvalue.For	other	vessels	COG	data	is	included	in	the	message	received	fromthe	AIS	system.Chart	|	Lowrance	HDS	Gen2	Touch|	27Page	30Pop-up	informationSelects	whether	basic	information	for	chart	items	shall	be
displayedwhen	you	tap	the	item.Grid	linesTurns	on/off	viewing	of	longitude	and	latitude	grid	lines	on	thechart.Waypoints,	routes	and	trailsYou	can	turn	on/off	viewing	of	waypoints,	routes	and	trails	on	thechart.Navionics	chart	optionsTo	view	Navionics	data,	you	must	insert	a	Navionics	mapping	cardinto	the	SD	card	slot	on	the	front	of	the	unit.
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